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A NOTE ON ISSUES ARISING
FROM THIS STUDY

What are formal knowledge networks, and why have they become of such great
interest to Canada and to the international development community? In
“Connecting with the World: Priorities for Canadian Internationalism in the
21st Century”, the Strong Task Force recommended that “knowledge, and the
communications and information technologies that can advance knowledge, be
placed front and centre in Canadian foreign policy and Canada’s international
outreach.” The Task Force focused on knowledge-based networks as a new
approach to sustainable development: helping Canadians at the same time as
helping others around the world to share experience and find new solutions to
the economic, social and environmental challenges facing us all.

In response to the Strong Task Force Report, IISD and IDRC commissioned a
study on “Formal Knowledge Networks—a Study of Canadian Experiences”.
This is an introductory survey of Canada’s evolving knowledge networks.
Through this work, we have come to a better understanding of what formal
knowledge networks are and how they differ from more traditional information
and advocacy networks. We now have basic criteria for their operation, a view
of their effectiveness and some real successes, and a new appreciation for their
potential for growth and expansion internationally.

Much more work will need to be done to test, refine, and adapt the model for
a formal knowledge network as described in this study. In February 1998, 
representatives of key government agencies, the international development
community and the private sector met at IDRC to review the draft findings of
this study. A number of issues were tabled, which will need to be taken into con-
sideration if we are to utilize knowledge networking as a necessary and effective
tool for sustainable development.

• What first steps might be suggested to link existing Canadian formal
knowledge networks with agencies such as IDRC, IISD and CIDA,
and through them to their partner countries?

• How can Canada best use or adapt these models of formal knowledge
networks to further encourage sustainable development in Canada and
its partner countries?
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• Since Canada cannot be a world leader in all fields of knowledge 
creation, how can Canada identify those fields on which it will place
particular emphasis in its own formal knowledge networks as well as
those which it may create with partner countries? Which issues are cen-
tral to sustainable development?

• Can scientific knowledge creation and the development of policy
options be addressed successfully in a single network? Are the suggested
characteristics of a formal knowledge network equally applicable to
address science/technology issues and policy-oriented issues? If not,
what different characteristics need to be added?

• Do existing institutions, including current Canadian formal knowl-
edge networks, as well as IDRC, IISD and CIDA constitute the best
vehicles through which Canada should create mutually beneficial net-
works with its partner countries? If not, what type of new vehicle needs
to be created?

• How can new partnerships for sustainable development, between the
research community, policy-makers and government, and the private
sector-especially industry and the financial sector, best be created so
that they are as seamless as possible, and ultimately self-supporting?

It is our hope that this report will prompt Canadian institutions to pursue the
effective implementation of knowledge networks, and further Canada’s unique
leadership position in the promotion of global sustainable development.

IDRC and IISD would like to thank Dr. Howard Clark, President Emeritus of
Dalhousie University, for the significant contribution he has made to this field,
through his work and his insight in researching and preparing this report.

Arthur J. Hanson
President and CEO
International Institute for Sustainable Development

Maureen O’Neil
President
International Development Research Centre
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A Study of Canadian Experiences

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This study on knowledge networks in Canada was commissioned by the
International Development Research Centre (IDRC) and International
Institute for Sustainable Development (IISD) as part of the follow up to

the Strong Task Force report, Connecting with the World: Priorities for Canadian
Internationalism in the 21st Century. It starts from the recognition that sustain-
able development internationally and within Canada requires accelerated dis-
covery and application of knowledge, and that Canada is in a unique leadership
position with regard to knowledge networks and sustainable development. This
report first discusses the characteristics of formal knowledge networks, then
investigates the extent to which existing Canadian networks fit this description,
and finally offers some overall conclusions and recommendations for action.
Descriptions of each of the knowledge networks studied are provided in the
Appendix.

WHAT IS A FORMAL KNOWLEDGE NETWORK?

The term “network” is used to refer to a combination of persons, usually dis-
persed over a number of geographically separate sites, with appropriate com-
munications technology. There are several types of networks: 

1. Informal networks, which are numerous and come and go, but play a very
significant role in the creation of knowledge.

2. Information networks, such as university library networks, which provide
access to information but do not create new knowledge.

3. Open networks, which have a well-defined theme, exist to undertake
research and generate knowledge, have formal constitutions, and have invi-
tation-based participation.

4. Development networks, which have a well-defined theme and carefully cho-
sen criteria for participation, exist to create knowledge and to accelerate the
application of that knowledge to economic and social development, and
have a formal constitution and tight governance.

Open networks and development networks can be regarded as formal knowl-
edge networks. Certain ideal characteristics of formal knowledge networks can
be identified: 

1. their main purpose is to create and disseminate knowledge for use beyond
the membership of the network; 
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2. their structure and operation are designed to maximize the rate of knowl-
edge creation; 

3. the network must provide recognizable direct benefits to all participants;

4. there is a formal organization and well-defined management structure; 

5. participation is by invitation, based on criteria of merit or peer review; 

6. there is a well-developed communications strategy; and 

7. the network results in a reduction of boundaries between sectors such as
universities and industry.

Additional elements of a formal knowledge network may include:

• culture shifts within institutions towards collaborative activities
between institutions and sectors;

• multidisciplinary, multisectoral and multi-national/regional in terms of
both network participants and in audience;

• better relations with funders such as industry and government;

• strong involvement in graduate education and training (over 50% of
networks surveyed);

• typically, networks produce knowledge at a faster rate than otherwise
possible;

• cost effectiveness in operations, and possibly revenue generating
through sales of products; and frequently mobilization and/or more
efficient use of human resources;

• more effective influence on decision-makers through size of network,
reputation of network members and quality of collaborative work –
this is maintained through a careful balance of management and degree
of selectivity; 

• international scope, either potential or actual (73% of networks sur-
veyed), reflecting the reality that knowledge networks cannot isolate
themselves from what is going on elsewhere;

• knowledge networks can make a considerable contribution to sustain-
able development.

Interviews were conducted with four CIDA Centres of Excellence, 12 Networks
of Centres of Excellence (NCEs), the Canadian Institute for Advanced Research
(CIAR), the Canadian Policy Research Network (CPRN), ORBICOM, the
Canadian Global Change Program (CGCP), the Canadian Network of
Toxicology Centres, CANARIE, IDRC, and several NGOs. The NCEs most
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closely match the ideal description of a formal knowledge network and were
deemed to be significant, even if they are not known well as a Canadian success
story. Nine conclusions can be drawn from the analysis:

1. The NCEs have produced a remarkable and rapid culture shift among
researchers, promoting collaboration both among researchers and between
researchers and industry.

2. The relationship between industry and academic researchers is becoming
more constructive and industry is funding more research.

3. NCEs produce knowledge at a faster rate than would otherwise be possible.

4. Most NCEs are cost-effective.

5. NCEs allow the mobilization of scarce human resources to tackle problems
beyond the capacity of existing institutions.

6. Formal knowledge networks can make a considerable contribution to sus-
tainable development.

7. NCEs are multidisciplinary and multisectoral, transcending barriers.

8. NCEs provide a superior environment for training graduate students and
fellows.

9. Most of the above attributes are derived from the careful balancing of man-
agement with degree of selectivity; NCEs generally follow a corporate style
of operation and management, combined with discipline and willingness to
innovate.

Some of the issues that remain to be addressed in the NCEs include: the need
for many formal knowledge networks to develop a well-defined communica-
tions strategy; the need to include the financial sector more fully, if possible
from the outset, as industry is now, in order to support the sustainability of the
network and accelerate the economic benefits; and the need to create new NCEs
in a diverse range of fields.

Canada’s development of formal knowledge networks is a result of 15 years of
experience and is, therefore, based on a considerable depth of thought. Many of
the features that seem to be contributing to the success of the NCEs were orig-
inally developed for the creation of CIAR, or reflect lessons learned from its
operations. Other networks such as CGCP and CPRN match the description
of formal knowledge networks but differ from NCEs in that they focus on pol-
icy rather than on marketable products. It is difficult to measure the success of
these networks, as there is no direct link to revenue from products developed.
Ultimately, their value is determined by the network’s credibility and reputation
established over time. 
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The Canadian Network of Toxicology Centres also closely resembles an NCE
in structure and management. Many of the issues it deals with are applicable
internationally and have significant implications for sustainable development.
Links could be forged between this network and other development-oriented
networks. CANARIE, which is similar to an NCE, has considerable importance
in helping to maintain Canada’s expertise and leading position in telecommu-
nications and networking. Development organizations should maintain some
link with CANARIE.

The CIDA Centres of Excellence lack many of the characteristics that con-
tribute to the success of the NCEs. They resemble informal networks, likely to
survive only as long as the interests of the participants are compatible. However,
the Centres have made a valuable contribution to graduate education. 

IDRC networks generate knowledge and disseminate it widely; however,
IDRC’s network model could benefit greatly from linkages with new develop-
ments in knowledge networks in Canada. ORBICOM does not really fit the
description of a formal knowledge network, since it has been established as an
apolitical, neutral organization open to all streams of thought and opinion. 

Information on NGO networks was obtained from Friends of the Earth,
Greenpeace Canada, Mines Action Canada, and the International Federation
for Red Cross/Red Crescent (IFRC). The IFRC is a good example of the diffi-
culties of building a knowledge network that includes both developed and
developing countries in the NGO sector. Greenpeace matches the description
of a formal knowledge network in most respects, (e.g., it has a well-defined
structure, generates new knowledge, and has a well-defined communications
strategy). Friends of the Earth is similar. The success of Mines Action Canada
in creating change is notable, but for the purposes of this study it does not really
qualify as a formal knowledge network, as its roles are almost exclusively advo-
cacy and raising public awareness.

Three observations can be made before concluding. First, there seems to be a
feeling that over the last two decades the universities in particular have been
weakened financially and academically. The creation of formal knowledge net-
works has impacted negatively on the traditional structure of the university as a
community of scholars. Second, as the Strong Report pointed out, sustainable
development in Canada cannot be separated from global sustainable develop-
ment. There is a need to refocus Canadian efforts in knowledge networking to
reflect this reality. Finally, there is tension between public good and proprietary
knowledge, or the wide dissemination versus the application of new knowledge.
This has implications for the stable funding of policy oriented networks which
will need to find new ways to involve the private sector.
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Canada is in a most advantageous position in its development and application
of formal knowledge networks. Some existing networks already contribute to
sustainable development in Canada, but many new networks should be estab-
lished if Canada is to benefit from our current competitive lead. A fundamental
objective for new networks should be to contribute to sustainable development
in a specific, defined way—first in Canada, but ultimately internationally.

The report recommends the following actions:

1. Canada should officially adopt the recommendation of the Strong Task
Force that knowledge, and the communications and information technolo-
gies that can advance knowledge, be placed front and centre in Canadian
foreign policy and Canada’s international outreach.

2. Canada should act with regard to the above recommendation with consid-
erable urgency.

3. IDRC and IISD should urgently undertake jointly the development of
mechanisms that will keep them informed about existing formal knowledge
networks in Canada, and in appropriate cases should create formal part-
nerships.

4. Where appropriate, all Canadian development agencies, including but not
restricted to CIDA, IDRC and IISD should engage Canadian formal
knowledge networks in partnerships and other forms of development activ-
ities.

5. IDRC, IISD and CIDA should, on an urgent basis, convene a small work-
ing meeting to consider: 

a) appropriate mechanisms whereby existing Canadian networks can be
fully integrated with international sustainable development activities; 

b) the possible creation of several new formal knowledge networks relat-
ing to aspects of sustainable development; and

c) the broad focus of these new networks, as well as their structure and
management.
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INTRODUCTION

Late in 1995, a Task Force was established by three eminent Canadian
development institutions, the International Development Research
Centre (IDRC), the International Institute for Sustainable Development

(IISD), and the North-South Institute (NSI). These three organizations have,
over the years, supported and extended Canada’s role in the world and ensured
its leadership in promoting new patterns of sustainable development. 

The Task Force was asked to explore Canadian capacity in international devel-
opment research and policy. Maurice F. Strong chaired it and published a report
in November 1996 under the title “Connecting with the World: Priorities for
Canadian Internationalism in the 21st Century”. The Report (known hereafter as
the Strong Task Force Report) recognized that Canada has established a position
of leadership and respect in international development through the work of
bodies such as the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), the
three sponsoring bodies for the work of the Task Force, and many other gov-
ernment and non-government organizations. Canadians rightly take pride in
the significant contributions their country has made to international develop-
ment; indeed this pride in Canada’s generosity and concern for the underprivi-
leged is a significant part of the Canadian identity.

Sustainable development is a concept which gained prominence through the
work of the Brundtland Commission in the late 1980’s, and was the unifying
theme of the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. Many Canadians and
Canadian organizations have now committed themselves to the cause of sus-
tainable development, both globally and nationally. The concept, however, is
complex and involves the integration, or intersection, of economic develop-
ment, environmental protection and preservation, and social development
which enhances the quality of life and well-being of the individual. The appro-
priate balance of these different facets of sustainable development is delicate,
and probably variable according to the different stages of the development
process. But all facets are essential, and all must be encouraged by appropriate
mechanisms, which will be increasingly knowledge-based.

Since the Strong Report is widely available, its conclusions and recommenda-
tions do not need to be re-stated here. However, there is an extremely impor-
tant observation in the Report that is fundamental to this present study and
which, therefore, needs to be re-emphasized. There are two distinct facets to this
observation: first, the Strong report points out that the absolute numbers of
those without the most basic of human necessities is actually increasing and that
international development will have to be significantly transformed if it is to
deal successfully with the new realities and emerging problems. Development
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will increasingly entail the generation, acquisition, dissemination, and applica-
tion of new knowledge, and will place less emphasis on direct financial assis-
tance. Second, Canada’s relative capacity to contribute in future to international
development is seriously at risk. Within 25 years, Canada will no longer have a
place among the world’s top seven economies; it will not even be among the top
15. Within 25 years, nine of the top 15 economies will be those of countries we
now think of as “developing”, and 17 of the world’s 20 largest cities will be in
the South. Canada itself, therefore, will have “to earn its way internationally, in
large part through its intellectual capacity and policy leadership, through broad-
based intellectual partnerships, transnational policy inquiry, and our mastery of
new technologies.” 

It is increasingly recognized that Canadian development will require substantial
investment in knowledge and Canadian capacity, together with the creation
over time of direct working relationships with other countries. An entirely new
approach to personal interchange is needed; one based on partnerships aimed at
seeking solutions to common problems.

The Task Force observed that sustainable development is a critical issue for all
countries, including Canada and developing countries. This issue will require
much re-thinking of policies by those accustomed to involvement in the interna-
tional development assistance, or “aid” field. Aid and sustainable development
must be fully integrated, with economic and social growth occurring in Canada
as well as its partner countries. Canadians will need to recognize that the greatest
potential markets for Canada in the coming century lie in developing countries,
and that the growth of Canada must accompany the growth of our partners. 

Canada can be a strong partner with these “developing” countries in their efforts
to become part of a larger world economy if it is able to strategically position
itself around issues relating to knowledge and communications for sustainable
development. Increasingly, then, partnerships of the future will need to con-
tribute to Canadian development as well as the development of our partners.  

As a first step in follow up to the recommendations of the Task Force, this study
was commissioned to report on formal knowledge networks existing in Canada.
This report is not complete but rather an introduction to some of the existing
Canadian formal knowledge networks. However, a sufficient number of such
networks in a variety of fields have been examined to illustrate clearly how for-
mal knowledge networks can contribute to sustainable development. 

This report discusses the characteristics of a formal knowledge network, the
extent to which existing Canadian networks fit this description, and finally
some overall conclusions, and suggested actions. The attached Appendix 
provides a description of each of the networks that was visited, together with
comments that arose from interviews. To gain full understanding of Canada’s
experience with formal knowledge networks, a careful review of the Appendix
is essential.
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FORMAL KNOWLEDGE
NETWORKS

When this study was commissioned, no definition of the term “formal
knowledge network” was provided, so it is important to begin with
some consideration of the term, to attempt to describe the charac-

teristics of these networks, and to define the term as it will be used in the
remainder of this report. 

Networking and networks are not new. Networking is often used to describe a
process in which two or more people communicate back and forth to each
other; a network can consist of people or linked communications technologies;
it can be in person or through linking computers; or it can be both, a combi-
nation of people with communications technology. All of these and other defi-
nitions of networks are valid, but in this report, the term “network” will refer a
combination of people, usually dispersed over a number of geographically sep-
arate sites, with appropriate communications technology. Approximately the
same emphasis will be placed on the human aspect as on the technology; they
are equally important.

It is readily apparent that, over the last 40 or so years, a number of different
types of networks have come into existence. The most common are the infor-
mal networks; it is impossible to estimate how many of these exist, but the
number must be in the hundreds of thousands, if not in millions. Two or more
individuals just as a convenient and quick means of communication can create
such a network; it may be for conversation, for exchange of information, or
allow for discussion to create new knowledge. However, the existence of this
new knowledge will remain hidden within the network and, therefore, inacces-
sible, unless steps such as publication are taken to make it freely available.
Participation in such informal networks is purely voluntary; there is no formal
organization of the network, and participation in it will wax and wane with the
level of interest of the participants. Many informal networks are created and die
within a very short time, often because the need for the network has been met
and its existence is no longer necessary. In other cases, the demise of the net-
work may be because the apparent need was not real, or the purpose in creat-
ing it was not sufficiently clear or was not understood. However, it must be very
clearly recognized that informal networks are exceedingly numerous, constitute
by far the largest category of networks, and do indeed play a very significant role
in the creation of new knowledge. It is nevertheless an impossibility to provide
a catalogue of informal networks, or to list the contributions they make to new
knowledge. The scope of this report will thus be limited to formal networks.
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The second type of network that can be differentiated is that which provides
access to information. The university library networks provide good examples.
A university library network, in Ontario for example, provides access to all
information in the libraries of the university system. It is a formal network in
that its constitution, management, mode of operation, and finances have been
carefully documented and formally approved by the participating institutions.
However, the network itself is passive; it provides access to information, but
each person has to come to the network, physically or electronically, and par-
ticipate. This type of network does not usually create new knowledge, although
as digital libraries come into use in Canada this may change. A digital library,
in addition to providing access to information, allows for some manipulation of
data and information, so that the development of new knowledge may occur.
Again, however, its creation and existence will remain unknown unless steps are
taken to disseminate it.

The third type of network can be referred to as an open network. These come
into existence more slowly and require the thoughtful development of a well-
defined theme. The network may exist to undertake research, to generate new
knowledge in a specific area of science and technology, or to engage in research
on various options of policy issues. Participation in an open network is by invi-
tation, based on the academic excellence of a researcher, or a match of qualifi-
cations with the nature of the policy research being undertaken. For policy-ori-
ented open networks, wide dissemination of the research results is necessary if
the work is to be credible; science-oriented open networks also publish widely.
Since open networks are concerned with closely defined themes, they have for-
mal constitutions, hold annual meetings, and place specific responsibilities on
participants. Finally, it is important to emphasize that these open networks are
created and driven purely for the purpose of creating new knowledge; there are
no concerns about possible applications or development, beyond the responsi-
bility to make new knowledge available through publication or other means.

The fourth and final type of network can best be referred to as a development
network. These networks are focused on a well-defined theme under which a
variety of specific projects may be undertaken. The participants and/or projects
are carefully chosen by peer review using criteria based on excellence although,
however good the researcher, participation in the network may cease at the con-
clusion of a particular project. The network exists to create new knowledge, but
also to accelerate the application of that new knowledge to economic or social
development. The network has a tight form of governance, a formal constitu-
tion, and a more hierarchical structure. Since in many cases economic develop-
ment is accepted as a major objective, the issue of ownership of intellectual
property can become important, although this does not necessarily retard the
placing of new knowledge in the public domain.

10
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From the above descriptions, it will be clear that only open and development
networks can be regarded as formal knowledge networks, since only in these is
there a clear objective of creating and disseminating new knowledge. But this in
itself can hardly be regarded as a sufficient definition, especially in terms of the
essential role that formal knowledge networks are likely to play in sustainable
development in future. At the present time, and recognizing that such concepts
and definitions will undoubtedly evolve with greater experience, it seems that
the ideal formal knowledge network will have the following characteristics:

(i) The Network exists for the purpose of creating and disseminating new
knowledge; it does not exist just to provide access to existing knowledge,
nor is new knowledge retained for the use of the network but is made pub-
licly available as quickly as possible.

(ii) The Network is structured and operates so as to maximize the rate at which
new knowledge is discovered. This is essential for a Network dedicated to
issues of sustainable development. If the rate of creation of new knowledge
is not maximized, the gap between developed and developing countries will
be extremely difficult to reduce.

(iii) The Network must provide clear, recognizable, and direct benefits to all
participants in the Network. 

(iv) The Network is formally organized, and has a well-defined constitution and
management structure.

(v) Participation in the Network is by invitation based on criteria of merit, or
by peer review of proposed projects.

(vi) The Network has a well-developed communications strategy.

(vii)The Network should transcend boundaries between various sectors (e.g.,
university, researchers, industry, financial, government) to contribute to
sustainable development.

Some amplifying comments are warranted on the above characteristics. With
regard to the first, little need be said other than to point out that dissemination
of new research results does not inhibit economic development; commercializa-
tion of research and publication can proceed virtually simultaneously. Moreover,
as the Strong Report emphasizes, sustainable development in Canada must, by
definition, involve economic development; without it, Canada will be unable to
form effective partnerships with other countries.

The speed of discovery is now as important as the fact of it. In the past, net-
working by organizations such as IDRC has certainly provided more rapid
access to existing information, but this has been far surpassed by the even more
rapid development of new knowledge and knowledge-based industries in devel-
oped countries. Sustainable development, especially in the less developed coun-
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tries, requires accelerated discovery and application of new knowledge, and this
in turn requires new structures and new partnerships. Ample Canadian experi-
ence, some of it described here, shows that a network will be successful only
when each participant can see a direct benefit. For the researcher, this may be in
the form of additional research money, or it may be the intellectual excitement
that the network generates; for an industrial participant, it may be the prospect
of a new profitable product.

There is also ample Canadian experience to demonstrate that two other aspects
of formal knowledge networks are critical to success; these are management of
the network, and the degree of selectivity exercised in the choice of network par-
ticipants. A highly focused network requires tight management if it is to pro-
duce significant credible new knowledge rapidly, especially where economic
development is an objective. However, in networks that are concerned with pol-
icy issues or where the driving motivation is just the intellectual excitement of
new knowledge discovery, periodic evaluation, preferably by internationally rec-
ognized experts, resolves management issues. In policy networks it is the degree
of selectivity in the choice of participants, which is important, since it creates a
team approach and encourages the researchers to feel that they belong to an elite
group. Such elite networks are not open to anyone; the criteria for membership
are based on high standards, which need to be applied rigorously and consis-
tently. As will be seen from the Appendix, the most successful Canadian net-
works have carefully balanced the goals and objectives of the network with the
firmness of management on the one hand and the degree of selectivity on the
other.

The need for a well-developed information technology and communications
strategy is also important. There are several aspects to this. First, on the techni-
cal side, formal knowledge networks need to maintain strong links with research
and development in telecommunications and computing. A successful network
will be aware of new communications technologies and will be prepared to
adopt them as soon as possible to maintain a competitive edge. For example, it
seems certain that Internet II (A new layer on the Internet that allows high-
speed access (up to 1000 times faster) to universities and other institutions) and
the new generations of video-conferencing will have profound impacts on the
way in which networks operate in future. If existing networks are not aware, in
advance, of such developments and prepared to make innovative use of them,
they will lose their competitive edge. On the other hand, in partnerships with
developing countries, it cannot readily be assumed that there will be the same
level of access to communications technologies as in Canada. There are cur-
rently networks based on Canadian institutions partnering with sister institu-
tions in several different developing countries in which it is still not possible to
use the Internet or even e-mail. Second, a sound communications strategy will
take into account the relationships of the network with all stakeholders, includ-
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ing the Canadian Public. It will have a well-conceived plan to keep stakeholders
aware of the accomplishments of the network and of its ongoing program. This
plan should be based on demonstrating the contributions the network makes to
sustainable development. 

Finally, sustainable development for Canada and other countries will increas-
ingly depend on not just new knowledge discoveries, but more on how rapidly
they can be applied to economic, environmental, and social development. In
the past, valuable new knowledge lay idle for years largely because the bound-
ary between the university researcher and industry was impenetrable, or because
industry did not have or retain the confidence of the financial sector. For rapid,
successful sustainable development, these barriers must be reduced. This study
of existing Canadian networks provides clues as to how this might be achieved.
Not all knowledge networks aim to convert knowledge into marketable prod-
ucts—for example, networks in the fields of human rights or the environment
are trying to convert knowledge into policy.

The above description of the characteristics of an ideal formal knowledge net-
work will certainly evolve with greater experience. It is not intended to suggest
that there now exist in Canada networks that completely match this descrip-
tion—none do. On the other hand, there is good reason to conclude that
Canada is much closer to matching this ideal description than perhaps any
other country and that our experience to date, together with other factors, place
us in a leadership position in the application of formal knowledge networks to
sustainable development. Many of these other factors are reflected in the history
of development in Canada, and in the evolution of values which are now impor-
tant to Canadian society. Also, Canada is viewed as one of the leading countries
in terms of both its concerns and its actions on environmental issues, although
we continually struggle to find the appropriate balance between economic
development and likely environmental outcomes.

Thus, sustainable development, as defined earlier, is well reflected in Canada’s
economic history, in our social values and concerns for social well-being, and in
Canadian attitudes towards environmental preservation. We provide an excel-
lent example of a country struggling to achieve sustainable development. Of
course, the term “sustainable development” has been created only recently and
cannot convincingly be applied retroactively. And, of course, Canadian devel-
opment has been far from perfect and many issues remain unresolved.
Economic development through the private sector has all too often been totally
self-interested; government intervention has not always been either timely or
appropriate or efficient; social programs that support our quality of life are 
neither complete nor perfect; and all Canadians recognize that, at best, only a
mere beginning has been made in addressing critical environmental issues.

Nevertheless, Canada is in a unique leadership position with regard to sustain-
able development. Our history and past actions unambiguously establish this,
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as does our participation over the past half-century in international develop-
ment. We have been through many of the early phases of sustainable develop-
ment, albeit imperfectly and only very recently have we moved further to a tech-
nology-based economy, and now we are entering the knowledge-based era.
However, the unique and quite remarkable opportunities that now lie ahead for
Canada, in terms of both its own continuing sustainable development and that
of its partner countries, have as much to do with Canada’s very recent and
potentially very successful creation and use of formal knowledge networks over
the last decades. The remainder of this report will be devoted to a description
of many networks, and of lessons learned from them. But it is the confluence of
all of the above factors: Canada’s history, our continuing concerns for society
and quality of life; Canada’s leading role on many environmental issues; our
concern for the less fortunate and our major contributions to international
development, now to be combined with our leading capabilities with formal
knowledge networks, that creates unprecedented opportunities and challenges
for Canada.
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CANADA’S EXPERIMENTS AND
EXPERIENCES

At the commencement of this study, it was suggested by the two sponsor-
ing organizations that an appropriate starting point might be to examine
the Centres of Excellence funded by CIDA, and the Networks 

of Centres of Excellence (NCEs) funded through the three federal granting
councils.1 CIDA Centres were established in 1990 for a five-year period often
extended to seven and the NCEs in 1989, initially for a four-year period. Six
CIDA Centres were created and initially 15 NCEs: in 1994, after thorough
review, 10 of the NCEs were renewed for another four year period and four new
NCEs were created. At the time of writing this report, 10 of the 14 NCEs were
awaiting decisions about further four-year renewals. Interviews were conducted
with four of the six CIDA Centres, and with 12 of the NCEs. Additionally,
interviews were conducted with: 

• Canadian Institute for Advanced Research which has established eight
networks; 

• Canadian Policy Research Network which consists of three research
networks;

• ORBICOM which is a world-wide network of UNESCO Chairs in
Communications; 

• Canadian Global Change Program which is a network operated by the
Royal Society of Canada; 

• Canadian Network of Toxicology Centres; and 

• CANARIE (Canadian Network for the Advancement of Research,
Industry, and Education). 

In addition, a number of interviews were held with IDRC staff since that orga-
nization has had considerable experience in networking. In all, discussions were
conducted concerning at least 35 networks administered through approximately
23 organizations. As well, information was obtained concerning the networks of
a number of non-governmental organizations. Nearly all organizations provided
printed material, usually including a recent annual report, to supplement infor-
mation obtained in the interview. In addition to these, discussions were

1 The three granting councils are: the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC),
the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council (SSHRC), and the Medical Research Council
(MRC).
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also held with several researchers directly involved in NCEs, and also with sev-
eral representatives of the venture capital sector.

The first observation to make is that each network is different: there is no sin-
gle description that will fit them all. For this reason, the Appendix has been
compiled to provide details of each, as well as comments on major issues cov-
ered in each interview. Having said that, there are clearly some networks that
stand out above others; these include most of the NCEs, the networks of
Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIAR), and the Toxicology
(Canadian Network of Toxicology Centres) network; indeed, allowing for some
differences between them, it is the NCEs that most closely match the ideal
description of a formal knowledge network.

For this reason, it is important to give some details of the Networks of Centres
of Excellence Program, especially since there has been some modification of the
initial objectives. Currently, the four objectives of the Program are:

• Stimulate leading-edge fundamental and applied research in areas crit-
ical to Canada’s economic development;

• Develop and retain world-class scientists and engineers in essential
technologies;

• Manage multidisciplinary, multisectoral, national research programs
that integrate stakeholder priorities through partnerships; and 

• Accelerate the exchange of research results within the networks and
accelerate technology transfer to users for social and economic devel-
opment.

An NCE Directorate representing the three granting councils and Industry
Canada administers the Program. Management and evaluation of the Program
are rigorous, with the latter fundamentally based on the quality of the research
that the Network produces. The last major evaluation of the complete program
was conducted in 1996 by an independent consulting company. The Report
issued in January 1997 indicates that, in virtually all respects, the Program has
been remarkably successful. However, it must be remembered that in 1996, the
NCEs had existed only for six years, and that a fully reliable assessment of the
contribution they make to economic and social development probably cannot
be conducted for at least another five years.

In brief, each NCE consists of a number of researchers, usually in the range of
30-100, drawn principally from universities across Canada but in some cases
including researchers from government and/or industry. These are the members
of the NCE. Each NCE has a number of industrial affiliates, often in the range
of 25-75, who are expected to benefit from the research of the NCE and also
ultimately to support it financially. The selection of members is made carefully,
often based on peer evaluation. A Board of Directors, of which a substantial
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number are drawn from the business sector, manages each NCE. There is also
a Scientific Council, quite separate from the Board, which determines the over-
all scientific directions of the NCE, determines the quality of what is being done
as well as its potential for economic development, and generally monitors the
work of members. Each NCE has a Scientific Director who co-ordinates all
research activities; most now have a separate position of Executive Director or
Network Manager, as well as a Technology Transfer Manager, and a
Communications or Network Manager. Each NCE is formally constituted with
a written constitution, many are now incorporated as non-profit corporations,
and some have very comprehensive and useful Members’ Agreements. Each
NCE is required to hold at least an Annual Meeting and to publish an Annual
Report; most also hold several other meetings during the year which are science-
based and sometimes restricted to members.

Taking into account the ARA Consulting Group Inc. Report, together with
points covered in interviews and in a variety of print materials, the following
conclusions can then be drawn:

I. The NCEs have already produced a remarkable “culture shift” among the
networked researchers. One of Canada’s best scientists stated that “when I
first became involved in the network, I thought that the network would
just be another source of funding, and that I would just continue with my
research program as planned. That is not how it has turned out. Because
of the network and the quick interchange of ideas and results that it
allows, my research is now moving in totally different, unexpected, and
collaborative directions.”

In interview after interview, researchers again and again referred to the cul-
ture shift that the NCEs have produced. The term “culture shift” was used
in at least two different senses. First, everyone interviewed confirmed that
the networks have convinced researchers of the benefits of collaboration,
set against a past in which most researchers worked in isolation.
Collaboration leads the research quickly in new directions and, perhaps
more importantly for a mid-sized country such as Canada, gives a critical
mass of researchers that can compete globally. The “culture shift” is also
used to refer to the fact that the NCEs have made the researchers far more
aware of industry’s problems and needs, and has led to much more indus-
try-oriented research.

It is absolutely remarkable that the NCEs are producing this culture shift,
a very considerable Canadian accomplishment. Over the last 30-40 years,
a variety of government programs have been introduced in attempts to
diminish the barriers between academic research and industry, but with at
best very limited success. The NCEs are achieving a major reduction in
those barriers, and hence much more rapid and efficient transfer of new
knowledge into faster economic development. At this point, it also needs
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to be emphasized that the NCE Program is not only concerned with mar-
ketable products and economic growth. Six of the present 14 NCEs are in
health-related areas, and are, therefore, just as concerned with improving
the quality of life as with contributing to economic development. The
NCEs, therefore, contribute to sustainable development in Canada and
can ultimately do so worldwide.

II. The relationships between industry and academic research are becoming
positive and constructive rather than isolationist and even confrontational.
This is largely a result of the inclusion of representatives of interested com-
panies at the establishment of some networks. The industrial representa-
tion has over time increasingly influenced the direction of research, but
there is no evidence that this is causing any degree of discomfort among
the academic researchers who still consider themselves working in funda-
mental research driven by the imperative of open publication. Industrial
representation has also influenced for the better the manner and style of
management of the NCEs. Most important, however, is the fact of the
increasing and substantial private sector financial contributions to NCEs.
Many can demonstrate that this support is now far in excess of the NCE
Program funding, and many confidently believe that over the next 7-8
year period, they can each become financially self-supporting based on
industrial funding together with funding received from commercializa-
tion of research results. Certainly there has been no prior history of sub-
stantial industrial financial support for Canadian research.

III. There is very clear evidence that the NCE produces new knowledge at a
far faster rate than would otherwise be possible. Collaboration and the
rapid exchanges which modern technologies make possible are the princi-
pal components that produce this increase. This is evident in the rapidly
increasing number of scholarly publications from the NCEs, the great
majority of which are now multi-authored from several institutions with-
in the network. Not surprisingly, given the above comments, both the rate
of technology transfer as well as the quantity of such transfers are also
vastly increased. For example, one network in existence since 1989 already
has had 25 patents issued to it with another 50 patent applications pend-
ing. Several other networks state that they have already created a number
(usually between five and 10) of separate spin-off companies and can
attest to a significant number of jobs created. 

IV. Not only do knowledge networks such as the NCEs lead to a more rapid
rate of discovery, they also allow the mobilization of scarce human
resources to tackle problems that are complex and often cross-disciplinary,
and which frequently cannot be addressed within existing institutions.
These networks can allow the creation of interfaces between basic,
applied, and development research in ways that produce a more effective
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and efficient synergy. They provide the capacity to move forward, at a rel-
atively low cost, complex intellectual fields that are central to building
understanding and capacity for sustainable development.

V. The evaluation report of the ARA Consulting Group Inc. clearly indicates
that the NCEs are cost-effective. To quote from that report: “the 
discounted, deflated, projected net benefits from just nine “big winner”
projects are anticipated to more than cover (by $34 million) all program
and partner costs to date, as well as all future commercialization and pro-
duction costs for those nine projects”. Few other government-supported
programs, if any, could make such a claim.

VI. Some examples of the outcomes of NCE research may be useful in
demonstrating likely contributions to sustainable development. The
Canadian Genetic Diseases Network, which has already formed four new
commercial undertakings, is responsible for discovering the two genes that
cause early-onset Alzheimer’s disease. The Sustainable Forest Management
Network asserts that either universities or industry alone would never have
conducted the research it is conducting, and that the Network is exerting
a considerable influence on industry and industry values with regard to
sustainability. The Canadian Bacterial Diseases Network conducts
research on many bacterially-caused diseases, including many that are
prevalent in less developed countries. It expects to produce a variety of
new antibiotics and vaccines. TeleLearning is working with four tech-
nologies that have the potential to become the software environments
within which technology-based education and training will take place in
the future. While these examples have been carefully selected, they never-
theless demonstrate clearly the considerable impact that formal knowledge
networks can have on sustainable development.

VII. The NCEs are indeed multidisciplinary and multisectoral. They have
been able to transcend the departmental and disciplinary barriers that
exist in Canadian universities in ways that have previously not been pos-
sible. This is, again, a substantial achievement; universities are not noted
for the ability or speed with which they embrace change, yet the NCEs
seem to have successfully surmounted this. As an example, the Sustainable
Forest Management Network links natural scientists in forestry, soil sci-
ences and biological sciences with social scientists in economics, sociology,
anthropology, health sciences, law, political science and environmental,
civil and chemical engineering—and it appears a success. Essentially all of
those interviewed placed a high value on the degree of multidisciplinarity
that the NCEs are achieving.

The fact that the NCEs are multisectoral is evident in that each is required
to have a number of industrial affiliates and each has a Board of Directors
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which in some cases has a majority of industrial members, together with
academic and perhaps government members.

VIII. The NCEs provide a very superior environment for the training and edu-
cation of graduate students and post-doctoral fellows. This is viewed as
one of the major strengths of the NCEs. Compared with the pattern that
has been customary in Canadian universities over the past 50 years where-
by a graduate student has usually had one supervisor, studied in only one
department, and has known just one university, NCEs provide a multi-
disciplinary environment in which the student may be associated with
several senior scientists in a number of different departments, and often at
two or three different universities. Moreover, throughout the period of
graduate study, the student is in contact with representatives of industry
and often of government laboratories, and graduates with a considerably
better understanding of applications in the field. For students who have
graduated after studying in an NCE, the record of employment opportu-
nities in Canada appears to be excellent. 

IX. Many of the above attributes of the NCEs are derived from the careful
balancing of the nature of management on the one hand, and the degree
of selectivity on the other. The NCEs were created to follow a corporate
style of operation and management, and they all do so to a greater or lesser
extent. In all of them, however, the corporate model imposes a discipline
and a willingness to innovate that is not evident in some other networks.
There is, for example, a world of difference between an NCE and a CIDA
Centre of Excellence: the latter usually represents a continuation of previ-
ous research interests with little direct pursuit of possible applications, and
little if any discipline is exercised on the members. In NCEs, the role of
the Board is not perfunctory, nor is it just advisory. In most cases, the
Board of Directors functions as a genuine corporate board although some
are more proactive than others. This corporate model imposes discipline
on all aspects of the NCE’s operations; researchers are expected to provide
regular reports, to meet deadlines, and to achieve agreed-upon goals.
While there may be criticisms about the use of this corporate model in the
university setting, the compelling argument in favour of it is that the
world of the 21st century requires the application of new knowledge to
sustainable development as rapidly as possible; the old paradigms are no
longer applicable. 

Some NCEs were incorporated at an early stage, others have delayed that deci-
sion until very recently, and still others are undecided. Those that have incor-
porated have done so as non-profit corporations usually for arguments that are
legal, or that relate to the issue of ownership of intellectual property. The most
thorough example is that of PENCE (see Appendix) which has put in place an
excellent and very comprehensive Member’s Agreement; this is almost certainly
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the best such document currently available and should be carefully examined by
those interested in formal knowledge networks. Closely related to the nature of
management of the NCEs, is the issue of selectivity of participants. Formal
knowledge networks function successfully in large part because participation is
restricted. The restriction may be exercised in the form of a limited number of
invitations to join the network, or it may be in the form of an open invitation
for the submission of project proposals under a specified theme, with the final
selection being based on rigorous peer evaluation. This careful selection, and of
course the rewards that it can bring in the form of NCE funding, encourage the
participants to accept a degree of discipline that university faculty members
would not otherwise tolerate. 

All of the above conclusions speak very positively about the potential of formal
knowledge networks to advance sustainable development, but it would be mis-
leading to encourage any perception that Canada has all or even most of the
answers. There are issues that remain to be addressed; some are:

I. Many of the NCEs and other formal knowledge networks do not have a
communications strategy. Some are entirely preoccupied with research
progress so that while they make use of various forms of telecommunica-
tions as well as the Internet, these are regarded just as convenient tools, as
was the telephone in previous decades. There is insufficient sense of the
importance of communications in itself, both in terms of developing new
technologies and of relations with stakeholders. The fact that the NCEs
are presently a well-hidden Canadian success story just emphasizes the
inadequacy of the existing communications efforts. In fairness, it must be
stated that a few of the NCEs are taking this issue very seriously, that some
have themselves networked with communications networks (e.g.,
CANARIE) and that the communications strategies they now have in
place constitute a good start. However, in general, much more needs to be
done in this area. 

II. Rapid and efficient economic development requires a seamless link
between industry and the research community. Clearly, the NCEs have
made great advances in this area. The next steps, however, require more
complex arrangements that must involve co-operation between
researchers, industry, and the financial sector, and these links also need to
be as seamless as possible. The NCEs have not yet shown that they can
successfully address such issues but they have certainly taken the first
steps. Ideally, the financial sector should be fully involved from the outset
of the network, as the industrial sector is now. However, a research out-
come with commercial potential cannot be described in advance and,
therefore, nor can the nature of the appropriate relationship with the
world of finance. PENCE has taken the step of requiring constitutionally
that its Board of Directors always includes a representative of the financial
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sector, but alternative approaches also need to be sought. For example, on
a regional basis, NCEs might collectively mount annually a “show and
tell” demonstration to selected representatives of the financial communi-
ty; especially those involved in venture capital organizations. 

Apparently, in the early years of the NCEs, one venture capital company
did attempt to develop a Joint Venture Agreement with one of the NCEs,
but since this would require giving exclusive rights for commercial devel-
opment to the venture capital company, it was not acceptable to the other
NCE industrial partners. 

III. New NCEs need to be created in a diverse range of fields. At present, six
of the 14 (before decisions were announced for Phase III) are in health-
related fields, one environmental, one in education/human development,
and the remaining seven in science and engineering fields. Indeed, an
examination of all Canadian network experience shows that the largest
number has been associated with the health and health-care fields. New
networks should be established in other fields, (e.g., relating to environ-
mental issues or in fields that relate to social and quality of life matters).
Essential to every case is:

• the theme or subject area of the network be carefully and fully defined
and agreed upon before the network comes into existence;

• the principle of selecting only the very best participants through a rig-
orous peer review process must be strictly observed. For Canada to
develop effective partnerships for sustainable development with other
countries, it is essential for Canada to demonstrate careful selection,
and thus to show that Canada is putting its very best expertise in a
particular field on the line.

• the network has a firm line of management with clear accountability
including deadlines; discipline must be exercised but intelligent lead-
ership is equally important. 

The challenge of building on the NCEs and of expanding them into other areas
of sustainable development is formidable but possible, and Canada is already at
the forefront. Canada should consider which sustainable development issues it
is best positioned to deal with through Canadian knowledge networks, and
which are better addressed through support of international or developing
country networks.

To conclude this discussion of the NCEs, it is important to sketch some of the
history that has brought Canada to its present leadership position with these
formal knowledge networks. There is no doubt that the central figure is Dr. J.
Fraser Mustard, who, in 1982, established as a private sector initiative, the
Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (CIAR). “The unique mission (of
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CIAR) is to mobilize and focus the knowledge resources of a vast and thinly-
populated country into an international network of extremely talented individ-
uals working in intellectually demanding fields.” Considerable forethought was
devoted to the development of each research theme, and the limited number of
participants was very carefully selected by criteria based on international excel-
lence.

The guiding principles of CIAR are: intellectual excitement, fundamental
inquiry, and high quality international standards. No attention is given to
immediate economic application; the subject themes have been selected purely
for their current importance in intellectual inquiry, although also coupled with
the fact that they are multidisciplinary in nature. From its inception, CIAR
stressed the importance of partnerships among universities, governments, and
the private sector; in other words, CIAR creates and maintains formal knowl-
edge networks in a number of areas (see Appendix).

The present annual budget of CIAR is approximately $10 million of which
about one third is from the federal government and the rest from private
sources; CIAR is very much a non-governmental research institute.

Many of the features that seem to be contributing to the success of the NCEs,
were originally developed for the creation of CIAR, or reflect lessons learned
from its operations. The recognition that knowledge networks of this type,
which carefully marshall the very best expertise in Canada into Canada’s virtual
research centres, and thus overcome the limitations caused by our relatively lim-
ited population and economic size, has been a central concept in CIAR’s cre-
ation and growth.

Subsequently, in the early 1980’s, Ontario created a science and technology
council advisory to the Provincial Government. Based on advice from that
council, the government established a program for a number of centres of excel-
lence, and the experience gained with CIAR was drawn on heavily. These cen-
tres were required to focus on multidisciplinary issues in partnerships with
industry and government; they were also required to have a formal structure and
a Board of Directors as well as other means of accountability. These Ontario
centres of excellence have not been included in this present study since they
have very recently undergone a massive re-structuring with the seven remaining
centres being re-organized into four completely new centres. These new struc-
tures have not yet fully stabilized and it is too early to examine the success or
otherwise of them. Again, however, it is clear that a great deal of the conceptual
thinking that lay behind the creation of CIAR was carried over into this provin-
cial program.

Later in the 1980’s, the Mulroney government established the National
Advisory Board for Science and Technology. This Board developed a convinc-
ing and thorough proposal for the creation of the NCEs, and this was effectively
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supported by the then Minister of Science, the Hon. W.C.Winegard who, very
importantly, insisted that the NCE Program must be based exclusively on merit
and must be totally free of political interference. In the course of this present
study, the framework of the NCE Program has been described by a former
senior civil servant as “the perfect political instrument”, since the concept of the
NCE is (i) national in scope so that regional politics are not involved, (ii)
focused on economic development in Canada, and (iii) non-political in that all
decisions regarding the choice of NCEs, their renewal etc are made by bodies
that are at arms length from government and totally independent, and (iv) such
decisions are based on peer review and assessment of intellectual quality.

The very important point to be made from the above history is that Canada’s
development of formal knowledge networks such as the NCEs is a result of
some 15 years of experience. The concepts and principles come from solid intel-
lectual grounds, and have been refined and modified through experience. This
fact, taken in combination with Canada’s economic development history, with
the Canadian concern for quality of life and environmental issues, and with
Canada’s proud history of participation in international development, provides
a convincing argument that we are uniquely prepared to take the next large step,
with our county partners, into a knowledge-based future.

While the NCEs reflect the description of a formal knowledge network, others
are also quite close. A network such as the Canadian Global Change Program
(CGCP) or the networks of the Canadian Policy Research Network (CPRN)
are highly focused and formally constituted. In each case, there is a well-defined
management structure, and both accountability and discipline are expected of
the researchers. These networks are not open to anyone wishing to participate.
Selection of researchers is made on the basis of peer evaluation of either the indi-
vidual’s previous research, or of submitted research proposals appropriate to the
network’s declared theme. Both CGCP and CPRN have formal Boards and
each produces an Annual Report.

The major difference in comparison with the NCEs lies in the fact that the out-
comes from CGCP and CPRN are policy options and not marketable products.
There is a major inherent difficulty with such policy oriented networks, namely
that while the development of policy options is both necessary and desirable for
any society, it is all too often not possible to determine whether such options
had any real influence on policy-makers. No measurement of cost-benefit is
possible, and ultimately, the credibility and reputation, which it establishes for
itself over a long period of time, determine the value of such a network. 

The Canadian Network of Toxicology Centres is one of the few existing
Canadian networks that is focused on environmental issues. It also closely
resembles an NCE, although it was built upon three existing but separate
Toxicology Centres. In terms of its management by a Board, its incorporation
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as a not-for-profit foundation, its internal structure, and careful selection of
research projects within pre-determined themes, it is very similar to an NCE. Its
environmental focus is significant and many of the issues with which it is con-
cerned, (e.g., the development and validation of methodologies for the assess-
ment of potential ecological and human health risks associated with exposure to
chemicals) are applicable internationally and are central to sustainable develop-
ment. Strong links should be forged as quickly as possible between this network
and CIDA, IDRC and IISD.

Another network that is fairly close to an NCE is CANARIE, although its focus
is much more market-oriented and it is not really in the business of generating
new fundamental knowledge. It certainly generates new technological knowl-
edge, as well as market products, and it has considerable importance in helping
to maintain Canada’s expertise and leading position in telecommunications and
networking. While it may strain the imagination of the reader to try to concep-
tualize “networks of networks”, nevertheless all existing formal knowledge net-
works should ensure the effectiveness of their own continuing links with
CANARIE. All development agencies, and particularly CIDA, IISD and IDRC
need some link with CANARIE, if only to maintain an awareness of current
activities. In other respects, such as management, selectivity of projects, pro-
duction of annual reports, etc., CANARIE is quite similar to an NCE.

CIDA Centres of Excellence show few similarities to NCEs. For this study, four
of the Centres were interviewed. Although the CIDA Program which has sup-
ported the Centres has now concluded, two of the four will be continuing with
essentially the same activities, with funding from CIDA’s new University
Partnerships and Collaboration in Development Program, informally known as
UPCD Tier I. Each CIDA Centre is focused on a particular theme in which the
university has already an established reputation, (e.g., in Human Settlements at
the University of British Columbia). Scholarly activity within each Centre, sup-
plemented by collaboration with partners in developing countries, enhances
that reputation through publications, conferences, and monographs. CIDA
required that each Centre create a network with its partners; again in the case of
UBC, this involved three institutions in China, one in Indonesia, and one in
Viet Nam. As in many other cases where links are established with institutions
in developing countries, the telecommunications linkages are often limited so
that communication is restricted to the use of mail, telephone, or fax. 

It is somewhat surprising that while CIDA wished to see networks created, there
was apparently no pressure for them to be formalized in any way, and nor have
CIDA and/or the Centres applied any of the funding to enhance networking
activities. As already indicated, none of these CIDA networks has a formal
structure, nor do they seem to be directly managed. They clearly have been valu-
able in communication, in the enhancement of joint scholarly work, and in the
administrative operations of the Centres (e.g., in making arrangements for
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exchanges of faculty members and in forward planning for graduate students),
and it is likely that some of these links will continue well after any CIDA fund-
ing has ended. But they are essentially informal networks, which will survive
only as long as the interests of the participants are compatible. This is very dif-
ferent from the careful creation of an NCE network with its formal structure
and management, which is then applied deliberately to the creation and appli-
cation of new knowledge, and which may well become permanent and self-sup-
porting.

This is not to imply that the CIDA Centres have not been well managed;
indeed, it appears that in most cases the University concerned exercised appro-
priate oversight. At UBC, for example, the Dean of Graduate Studies chaired a
CIDA Project Management Committee. Rather, CIDA does not appear to have
defined sufficiently clearly the objectives of the program, and also did not spec-
ify anticipated outcomes of the program. There is little evidence that evaluation
of the Program or the individual Centres was anywhere near as rigorous as those
of the NCEs. While such statements may seem too harshly critical, they are sup-
ported by the fact that the interviewer was told in several instances that much
of the research done by the Centres would have been done in any event. In most
cases, then, the CIDA Centres have involved a continuation of existing schol-
arly interests, which will maintain their continuity either with UPCD Tier I
funding or in the absence of CIDA funding. 

In one area, the CIDA funding has made possible new activities that contribute
substantially to human development. All of the Centres have been involved in
graduate student education and training, with significant numbers of students
coming from their developing country partners. In an academic sense, all of the
Centres are multi-disciplinary in nature, and have been able to provide very
appropriate environments for graduate students. Opportunities have also been
made possible by networks, or more accurately through partners, for Canadian
students to study in a partner institution. These are valuable contributions to
sustainable development.

However, set against the characteristics of a formal knowledge network, as sug-
gested earlier, the CIDA Centres fall short on many counts. While they 
certainly create new knowledge and disseminate it freely through scholarly pub-
lications and monographs, there is no aspect of the Centres that attempts to
maximize the rate at which new knowledge is discovered; the Centres have a
minimal level of structure and management, and since outcomes, or even expec-
tations, have not been defined, there is little accountability. While written
constitutions may exist in some Centres, there seems to be no evidence to sug-
gest that they are as specific as in the NCEs. While some level of peer evalua-
tion was applied in the initial selection of the CIDA Centres, the criteria that
were employed and also the standards, seem to fall short of those used for the
NCEs; for the latter, internationally recognized experts were engaged for peer
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evaluation. Also, once the CIDA Centres were funded, there does not appear to
have been any process in place to select participants on the basis of merit.
Further, while the CIDA Centres have employed networking for ease of com-
munication, none has had a well thought through communications strategy.
Various pamphlets and brochures have been prepared and distributed, but these
reflect only the continuing common practice of most university departments,
centres, and institutes. And finally, there is only slight evidence that the Centres
have worked actively to apply new knowledge and to reduce barriers between
university researchers, government, NGOs, and the private sector. Very impor-
tantly, the CIDA Centres show no sign of change from the traditional scholar-
ly activities of universities; there has been no “culture shift”, and no degree of
adaptation has been required of the participants.

Next, comment is warranted on the extensive experience of IDRC with net-
works and networking, as it compares with the characteristics suggested here for
a formal knowledge network. Again, some details of the IDRC experience are
described in the Appendix. It is very evident that IDRC has made, and continues
to make, through its participation in networks, a very substantial and cost-effec-
tive contribution to sustainable development. But in relation to this present
study, some important provisos need to be emphasized. It needs to be re-stated
here that this is not a comprehensive study; a considerably longer period of time
would be required to examine all, or even a major part, of IDRC’s networking
activities. But in any event, this would not have been appropriate since the pur-
pose of this study was to examine existing Canadian knowledge networks, and
not international development networks. On the other hand, it did seem essen-
tial to examine the mode of operation of some IDRC networks, and to deter-
mine the extent to which they are linked to, or draw upon, the intellectual
resources of existing Canadian knowledge networks.

It should be mentioned here that there appear to be limited linkages in IDRC
with what is happening intellectually in Canada at present. While IDRC rightly
claims to have 20-25 years experience with networks, many of the IDRC staff
who were interviewed for this study seemed to be less aware of the creation and
significant accomplishments of the NCEs, or of the CIAR or CPRN networks,
even where these latter exist in exactly the same fields as IDRC networks. This
is consistent with the view, held by many in Canadian universities, that IDRC
has allowed itself to become too isolated from the Canadian academic commu-
nity. 

In comparing IDRC networks with the ideal formal knowledge network, it
needs to be recognized that IDRC networks have achieved considerable success
in the generation and dissemination of new knowledge. These networks have
also been very cost-effective, at least by comparison with methods used previ-
ously. However, there is little documentary evidence that IDRC networks max-
imize the rate of discovery of new knowledge or of its application. While IDRC
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networks are managed usually through a full-time co-ordinator, there again
seems to be little evidence that discipline is exercized either on, or by the net-
work. As far as could be ascertained, the Boards of the various networks tend to
have more of an advisory role, rather than one of management which demands
full accountability, including the setting and meeting of firm timelines, and
removal from the network of any whose performance is judged by peers to be
inadequate. Also, it is quite clear that IDRC networks do not have, or rather
have never developed comprehensive communications strategies aimed at
Canadians. The existence of these networks is certainly known in the partic-
ipating countries, but very little indeed is known of them in Canada, particularly
in the academic community. 

Lastly, too few IDRC networks create better links between the research com-
munity and the business sector in developing countries, even though this is crit-
ically important for sustainable development. In large part, this may be due to
the limitations of IDRC’s mandate, whereby it is empowered to undertake
research in development with third world partners, but not to be involved in the
full commercialization process. Yet our experience in Canada over the past 50
years has shown unambiguously that the production of new knowledge is not
in itself that difficult; it is the complex process of converting new knowledge
into economic and social development that is still poorly understood, difficult
and often unsuccessful. To summarize then, IDRC networks continue to be
useful and productive, but could learn much from the fact that Canada now has
better models and deeper experiences of networks to bring to sustainable devel-
opment.

ORBICOM is a different type of network. While its secretariat is located in
Canada, ORBICOM is essentially international. UNESCO is the official spon-
sor for all of the Chairs in Communications, but each is funded quite separately.
It is not then a managed network, but rather a collaborative one. Certainly
ORBICOM generates and disseminates new knowledge, and engages actively
in human resource development activities; it is also both multi-disciplinary and
multi-lingual. However, it has no long-term strategic plan and no communica-
tions strategy. While the activities of ORBICOM are well described, the antic-
ipated outcomes are not, other than the belief that communications provide an
essential means of spreading skills and knowledge. A network such as
ORBICOM cannot easily be reconciled with the description of the ideal formal
knowledge network, since it has been established as an apolitical, neutral orga-
nization open to all streams of thought and opinion. This requires its manage-
ment to be loose, its membership to be totally open, and its future direction to
be determined from time to time by the members.

Finally, some consideration has been given to networks operated by non-gov-
ernmental organizations (NGOs). A vast number of these exist, mostly as infor-
mal networks; those examined here are few in number and were selected to pro-
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vide some indication of the way in which some NGOs use networks.
Information was obtained from Friends of the Earth, Greenpeace Canada,
Mines Action Canada, and the International Red Cross Federation. There has
been no attempt to be comprehensive; many other interesting, Canadian-based
NGO networks exist but were not interviewed. These include the Human
Rights Network of the International Centre for Human Rights and Democratic
Development, the NSI-based GERA (Gender and Economic Reform in Africa)
network, the IISD-based Spinning the Web network, the Canadian Coalition
for the Rights of Children, and the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives.

The IFRC (International Federation of Red Cross/Red Crescent) has been
included because it demonstrates well, perhaps even to an extreme, the difficul-
ties of building a knowledge network that includes both developed and devel-
oping countries and the NGO sector. IFRC is currently creating a global net-
work, based largely on e-mail but also using other technologies, to enhance its
capabilities in disaster relief work. It will become a knowledge network since it
will define and collect information that is needed in disaster relief, and may sub-
stantially alter thinking as to how disaster relief should be provided. The
description of IFRC in the Appendix illustrates the complexity and difficulty in
creating, in the volunteer sector, an extremely large and geographically dispersed
knowledge network.

Greenpeace Canada is quite different, although much of its activities are directed
by its umbrella organization, Greenpeace International. It has a well-defined
structure with a Board and an Executive Director who is accountable to the
Board. While Greenpeace Canada is financially supported by its members who
number over 100,000, the work of Greenpeace is conducted essentially by its
staff who engage in literature research and the development of policy options.
To assist in this, Greenpeace may contract research to an outside investigator.
All major policy issues are discussed and determined by the Board. Of particu-
lar note is the sophisticated and comprehensive communications strategy that
Greenpeace follows; over the last several decades it has been perhaps the most
successful NGO, both raising public awareness, and in its lobbying activities.
Greenpeace has generated new environmental knowledge in various fields, per-
haps most notably on research relating to Antarctica, and this work with all
Greenpeace research is published and widely disseminated. It is also interesting
to note that while Greenpeace will not accept financial support from industry,
it is nevertheless willing to work with corporations in seeking economically fea-
sible solutions to environmental problems. In almost all respects, therefore,
Greenpeace Canada matches the description of a formal knowledge network.

Friends of the Earth (FoE) is unique in its development of international policy.
With 60 independent international organizations, each FoE office selects which
international issues will become a campaign for their office. For issues of
international significance, FoE groups use their annual general meeting to con-
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sider and agree on mutual priorities, thereby establishing the international cam-
paign. This clearly identifies that FoE develops policy using a “bottom-up”
approach. Friends of the Earth seems to be less involved in the generation of
new knowledge than does Greenpeace Canada, although both have a similarity
to the Canadian Policy Research Network, in that the ultimate outcome in each
case is policy generation.

Mines Action Canada (MAC) does not really qualify as a knowledge network;
its roles are almost exclusively advocacy and raising public awareness. Given that
an international treaty banning the use of landmines was signed in Ottawa in
December 1997, the efforts of MAC and its related partners have obviously
been very successful. It is reasonable to make some comparison of Greenpeace
Canada and MAC, since both have advocacy as a major role. They also are exact
opposites. While in Greenpeace the permanent staff does most of the lobbying
and essentially all of the research, in MAC it is the grass-roots membership of
many organizations and institutions such as churches, which publicize and
advocate at the local level. Moreover, MAC has deliberately kept the issue as
simple as possible—either one agrees that landmines should be banned, or one
does not. Greenpeace however is involved in complex environmental issues for
which the best solution is by no means obvious, and there can be a number of
options from which to choose. Finally, it is worth emphasizing that these NGOs
are, by definition, based on democratic principles; any Canadian can join,
although with Greenpeace one can only join by making a financial contribution
and even that does not give voting privileges. But there is absolutely no element
of selection leading to a determination as to who is in the network and who is
out.
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CONCLUSION

Before turning to recommendations that arise from this study, there are
three final comments to be made. First, the Strong Report recommends
that, as Canada builds new knowledge networks, it will also need quite

urgently to strengthen the institutions on which such networks are based, such
as universities and research institutes. Underlying that recommendation seems
to be a feeling that over the last two decades, universities in particular have been
weakened financially and academically; this raises the question of how formal
knowledge networks such as the NCEs will, over the long term, affect them.

In the course of this study, this question was put to many, and the overall answer
seems to be as follows. Some responded by pointing out that the NCE Program
is strengthening the universities since it is bringing additional research funding,
and is certainly in many cases providing new research equipment that would
otherwise not be available. These observations are correct, but they relate more
to the role of the university as a funding source for research, and as an owner
and provider of property and equipment. However, the true nature of the uni-
versity lies within its character as an intellectual community, and the fact of the
matter is that the university over the last five decades has become less and less a
community. Faculty members and researchers feel far more involved and com-
mitted to their discipline and even a sub-discipline than to the university as an
institution. The university becomes more and more the landlord who provides
buildings and other facilities such as computers, scientific equipment, and a
library, as well as accounting services for research funds; but it is not the intel-
lectual community to which the faculty members give first allegiance.

The creation of formal knowledge networks such as the NCEs as formal insti-
tutions is reinforcing that trend and will continue to do so as the number of
these networks increases. Such networks weaken still further any remaining
sense of the university as an intellectual community. From some interviewed,
the response was “So what?” others, however, considered that the undergradu-
ate teaching function would still keep the university together. When one takes
into account not only this issue of community and commitment, but also the
observations that networks such as the NCEs are dealing far more effectively
than universities with issues such as multi-disciplinarity and graduate education,
it seems more than likely that the growth of formal knowledge networks may
well be one of the levers that ultimately brings about needed fundamental
change in the universities.

The second comment relates to the fact that, underlying all of this discussion,
is a serious contradiction. In most discussions about sustainable development,
there is the assumption that national economies are largely independent and can
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be controlled by national governments. Yet it is widely known, and increasing-
ly so, that this is not true, and that multi-national corporations increasingly
exercise influence over a global economy, and increasingly make any concept of
a national economy irrelevant. The continuing discussions on a new
Multilateral Agreement on Investment clearly reflect this. If we are indeed some
distance down the road to a global economy, how then can we continue to focus
on Canadian development? Is global sustainable development now the only
issue on which we should focus? Should a program such as the NCE Program
be evaluated in terms of what it contributes to just the Canadian economy, or
by its contribution to global sustainable development? 

The final comment concerns the fundamentally important issue of public good
versus proprietary knowledge. All of the Canadian networks described here
believe strongly in the principle that new knowledge must be widely and freely
disseminated. The NCEs and perhaps other networks, however, grant the rights
of development and application of that knowledge exclusively to particular
industrial affiliates. The goal of these affiliates is profit generation; profit for the
corporation and further financing for the research network. But new jobs are
created, new wealth generated and further social development supported. In
other words, this is how sustainable development occurs. This requires, however,
a very fine balance; as economic development occurs, all too easily social dis-
parities can be increased rather than decreased, and the gaps that presently exist
between developed and developing countries can be widened still further. Yet
this use of new knowledge, in today’s global economy, is essential for further sus-
tainable development; the tension between public good and the proprietary use
of new knowledge will remain and must be managed by both governments and
society.

On the other side are issues central to the success or failure of policy oriented
networks, which experience much greater difficulty in obtaining stable funding
even though their research is often of vital importance to both Canada and
developing countries. There is a clear need for there to be multi-stakeholders in
such policy networks, but unless business can see some benefit from involve-
ment, it is unlikely to become involved. A negative approach can sometimes be
useful; in the Sustainable Forest Management NCE, forest companies partic-
ipate because they consider that their continuing certification requires it. If it is
claimed by some in the business community that the scientific evidence for
global warming is still ambiguous, then should not business directly support
and participate in the research of networks such as the Canadian Global Change
Program until such ambiguity can be removed? Considerable thought is
required to find new and appropriate ways for the private sector to be fully
involved in all formal knowledge networks, and not just those that lead to
immediate market products and short-term profit. 
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In conclusion then, Canada is clearly in an advantageous position in its devel-
opment and application of formal knowledge networks. Some existing networks
are already beginning to contribute directly to sustainable development in
Canada, and have the potential to do so internationally; many others will do so
substantially in the next few years. Many other new networks should be created
as a matter of considerable urgency if Canada is to benefit from the competitive
lead we now have. A fundamental objective for them all should be to contribute
in specific defined ways, to global sustainable development, not just develop-
ment in Canada. Our full commitment to the sustainable development of both
Canada and our country partners will be required, since that will ultimately sus-
tain us all.
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SUGGESTED ACTIONS

I. Canada should officially accept the recommendation of the Strong Task Force
that knowledge, and the communications and information technologies that
can advance knowledge, be placed front and centre in Canadian foreign poli-
cy and Canada’s international outreach.

Comment: The Strong Report itself provides convincing arguments for
this action. Now, the present study demonstrates the leadership position
that Canada has established in the creation and use of formal knowledge
networks, and how such networks can contribute to sustainable develop-
ment. This study also indicates that such action is required to maintain
and enhance Canada’s capacity as a leader in sustainable development and
knowledge networking. 

II. Canada should act with regard to the above recommendation with consider-
able urgency.

Comment: As the Strong Report points out, “the kinds of knowledge net-
works that are required will not emerge through some amorphous process
of technological determinism”; rather, thoughtful and innovative process-
es, such as that which has led Canada to the NCEs over the past 15 years,
must be nurtured and encouraged as a matter of official Canadian policy.
If Canada has a lead over other countries in the development of formal
knowledge networks such as the NCEs, it cannot be a lead of more than
10 years, and Canadian policy should build on this with urgency and
determination. 

III. IDRC and IISD should urgently undertake jointly the development of mech-
anisms, which will keep them informed about existing formal knowledge net-
works in Canada, and in appropriate cases should undertake the creation of
formal partnerships. 

Comment: Greater knowledge of and familiarity with formal knowledge
networks in Canada will only enhance the effectiveness of organizations
like IDRC, IISD and CIDA. Some effort will be required to identify all rel-
evant networks; the list should include the NCEs and most of the other
networks listed in this report, but should not be restricted to these; there
are certainly others that are relevant to sustainable development. But the
value of continuing strong ties with the Sustainable Forest Management
NCE, TeleLearning, the Canadian Network of Toxicology Centres, many
of the networks of CIAR as well as those of CPRN, among others, is obvi-
ous in terms of their relevance to sustainable development.
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IV. Where appropriate, Canadian development agencies should engage Canadian
formal knowledge networks in partnerships, in contracts, and other forms of
development activities.

Comment: This suggestion has clear advantages particularly for the devel-
opment agencies. For example, a CIDA contract with any of the NCEs
ensures that the very best Canadian expertise is offered to a partner coun-
try. This is an enormous step forward from the present situation where
CIDA, for example, contracts with one university or one company neither
of which has all of the Canadian expertise. Moreover, both as organiza-
tions and as legal entities, as well as with their more direct and firm 
management, NCEs are probably better placed to meet expeditiously all
contractual obligations on international development projects than are
universities.

V. IDRC, IISD and CIDA should, on an urgent basis, convene a working meet-
ing to consider:

(a) which Canadian knowledge networks contribute to global sustainable
development, and in which fields; 

(b) what new formal knowledge networks might be created that relate to other
aspects of sustainable development, and what their purpose, structure and
management might be; and 

(c) what mechanisms can be used to fully integrate existing Canadian net-
works with international sustainable development activities?  

Comment: Given the entire thrust of the Strong Report and of this study,
the need for the three organizations and others to become directly involved
themselves in formal knowledge networks, both within Canada and
abroad, should be apparent. As a first step, this might well involve part-
nerships with existing networks such as some of the NCEs, linking them
into international projects, as suggested above. It may, however, transpire
that the best way to do so will be through the creation of some completely
new structure. Such involvement of the NCEs would also, of course,
bring their industrial affiliates into international development activities.
In fact, any such involvement of an NCE would only occur if all network
participants were in agreement. But this involvement would have the
prospect of bringing new sources of funding to sustainable development
activities. Certainly it would raise a number of fundamental issues, such
as the balance of social benefit against commercial financial gain, but
many of these are probably overdue for discussion, especially within the
context of our growing understanding of sustainable development.
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It will be essential, therefore, to prepare carefully for such discussions, and
to draw on the best Canadian wisdom and expertise in considering how
best to undertake these initiatives. As a first step, a meeting should be con-
vened of a small number of key representatives of IISD, IDRC, and CIDA
with not more than 5 external persons knowledgeable and involved with
existing formal knowledge networks. Without excluding the considera-
tion of others, but rather to stress the level of seniority and experience that
should be involved in such a meeting, persons such as Dr. John Evans, Dr.
Judith Maxwell, and Dr. Fraser Mustard come to mind.

Also, of course, it is clear that Canada cannot be the intellectual leader in
all fields of knowledge, and that both in terms of Canadian sustainable
development as well as the development of partner countries, hard prior-
ity choices will have to be made. Such choices will necessarily reflect what
the Canadian people believe to be the important and essential compo-
nents of a sustainable global society. In the course of this study, different
views have been expressed, but all have agreed that Canada’s emphasis
should be, in terms of foreign policy and sustainable development, on
fields such as health, the environment, education and human develop-
ment.

For the meeting described above, sufficient preliminary work should be
done so that participants have had an opportunity to contribute to agenda
development, and that the detailed agenda has been circulated sufficiently
in advance so that participants have had time to think through the vari-
ous issues prior to the meeting. 
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APPENDIX

There now follows a brief description of each of the networks, together
with a summary of comments covered in the various interviews. In com-
bination, these provide substantial and strong evidence for the observa-

tions and conclusions given in the text of this Report.

When this report was being written, it was publicly announced that of the 10
NCEs that were due for review and possible renewal in 1997, seven will be
renewed and three will not be renewed. The program is clearly exercising a high
degree of selectivity. Because there is something to be learned from each and
every formal knowledge network, all those interviewed have been described here
without differentiating between those renewed and those not renewed.

The networks are described in the following order:

Canadian Bacterial Diseases Network (NCE)

Canadian Genetic Diseases Network (NCE)

Canadian Global Change Program

Canadian Institute for Telecommunications Research (NCE)

Canadian Network of Toxicology Centres

Canadian Policy Research Networks

• Family network

• Work network

• Health network

Canadian Institute for Advanced Research (eight networks)

CANARIE – Canadian Network for the Advancement of Research,
Industry and Education

CIDA Centre for Human Settlements

CIDA Centre – Canada-Asia Partnership Program

CIDA Centre – PARADI

CIDA Centre – Urbanization and Development

HEALNet – Health Evidence Application and Linkage Network (NCE)

INSPIRAPLEX (NCE)
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Institute for Robotics and Intelligent Systems (NCE)

International Development Research Centre

Mechanical Wood-Pulps Network (NCE)

MICRONET – Microelectronic Devices, Circuits, and Systems (NCE)

NGO – Friends of the Earth

NGO – Greenpeace Canada

NGO – Mines Action Canada

NGO – International Federation of Red Cross/Red Crescent Societies

Neuroscience (NCE)

ORBICOM

PENCE – Protein Engineering (NCE)

Sustainable Forest Management (NCE)

TeleLearning (NCE)
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CANADIAN BACTERIAL DISEASES NETWORK (CBDN)
University of Calgary

This Network is now seven years old and well established. Canadian Bacterial
Diseases Network (CBDN) consists of 53 members located in 14 universities
and four government departments. The members are carefully selected by cri-
teria based on merit. Not all applications or nominations are accepted since
not all meet the criteria of scientific excellence. In a few other cases, former
members of the Network have not met expectations and have been asked to
relinquish membership.

CBDN has established a cohesive and focused group of scientists directed
towards the development of three product/major theme groups: Vaccines,
Diagnostics, And Therapeutics. Eleven project focus groups span all three
major themes from Antibiotics and Antibiotic Resistance to Animal and
Aquatic Health to Diagnostics and Streptococci.

A Board of Directors consisting of 14 persons manages CBDN; five are from
the business sector and five are from universities. The Board has the usual
responsibilities of a corporate board, although CBDN is not itself incorpo-
rated. From interview comments, it would appear that the Board in this case
acts in a more reactive than proactive manner. The Scientific Director is not
CEO but reports to the Board. A Scientific Advisory Board of external
experts provides advice to the Scientific Director on the overall scientific
direction of CBDN. The CBDN Network Science and Budget Committee
reviews and gives funding approval for all scientific projects within the broad
theme areas of CBDN. The Network has a Managing Director and CEO, a
Marketing Manager, and a Manager for Finances and Communications.

In addition to the 53 members, nine government agencies, six foundations,
and over 50 industrial affiliates are associated with CBDN. The financing of
CBDN over the last three years has consisted chiefly of $19.2 million from
50 industrial partners and $12.2 million from the NCE Program. CBDN has
already produced nine spin-off companies, which are in varying stages of the
entrepreneurial cycle; these have created 81 jobs for Canadians. To date, there
have been more than 100 technology disclosures, 58 patent filings, and 45
collaborative research agreements from CBDN.
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INTERVIEW COMMENTS:

The following are the major points covered in an interview with Dr. D. Woods,
Scientific Director, and Ms. K. Corraini, Managing Director and CEO. 

1. The creation of CBDN and the nature of its structure and operations have
brought about a major culture change among CBDN scientists, who now
appreciate the benefits of networking and collaboration. There has, for
example, been an almost five-fold increase in the number of multi-research
group scientific publications. Also, the members now appreciate the views
and needs of industry so that their research programs have been re-oriented.
This was confirmed in discussions with several CBDN scientists who
admitted openly that, when they first joined CBDN, they looked on it as
just another source of funding but that the reality has been quite different.
The networking and collaboration with colleagues and with industry has
led to completely different and unexpected directions for their research.

2. CBDN believes that it can become self-supporting over the next seven
years, although it may have to become much more highly focused.

3. NCEs provide an excellent multi-disciplinary environment for the training
and education of graduate students who also obtain a familiarity with
industry. In the last year, 90 students were receiving their graduate educa-
tion in CBDN laboratories; 45 students graduated from the CBDN train-
ing program and all 45 were able to find employment in their chosen fields
prior to graduation.

4. While communications is described as a major responsibility of the
Manager for Finance and Communications, there is no evidence in the
material available that CBDN has a well-developed communications
strategy.

5. Commercialization of CBDN research is a central objective, and also
CBDN, and the other NCEs, are expected to benefit the Canadian economy.
CBDN recognizes that in a global economy, and especially in fields relat-
ing to bacterial diseases, commercialization may well take place globally,
and that the benefit to Canada may well be in the form of license fees or
royalties. There seems to be no sign of a full policy statement describing the
way in which CBDN intends to interpret “economic benefit to Canada”.
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6. While CBDN itself is not incorporated, it has established the Canadian
Microbiological Consortium Inc. as a not-for-profit corporation. The mis-
sion of CMCI is to become an internationally-recognized competitive spe-
cialized technology management company. CMCI has the same Board of
Directors as CBDN.

7. CBDN is involved in networking with other NCEs, particularly PENCE
and CGDN. Bacterial diseases are, of course, particularly prevalent in
developing countries so that the work of CBDN could have considerable
significance in international development. Interestingly, CIDA is a partner
in CBDN and is supporting research on bacterial diseases in Ethiopia. 
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THE CANADIAN GENETIC DISEASES NETWORK

This Network is one of 14 presently existing NCEs. Its administrative centre
is at the University of British Columbia, and it involves researchers at 16 uni-
versities and hospitals, together with 12 industry partners and affiliates. The
total funding for the Network in the 1994-1995 year was approximately
$12.3 million; this includes all research support from both MRC and indus-
try, a significant portion of which would still have been received had the
Network not existed. In that year, $5.9 million came from the federally-
funded NCE Program. Industry support has risen from $0.1 million in
1990-1991, to $1.3 million in 1994-1995.

A Board of Directors governs the Network with 13 members of whom eight
come from industry, and the rest from universities. The Board functions very
much as a true corporate board, and the Scientific Director (or CEO) is in a
definite reporting relationship to the Board. He is also the Chair of the
Planning and Priorities Committee to which all investigators and facility
directors report. The Network is founded on research excellence and at the
time of its founding a careful screening process based on strict criteria was
employed to identify those researchers who would be invited to participate in
the Network. In addition to the Scientific Director and all of the investiga-
tors, the Network also employs (on a full-time basis) a Managing Director
who oversees the operations of the Network (but not the actual scientific
research), a Network Manager who deals with all networking and communi-
cations issues, as well as annual meetings and more frequent group meetings,
and a Commercial Director who is responsible for all aspects of commercial-
ization.

The research programs of CGDN have already: led to the discovery of two
genes that cause familial Alzheimer’s disease; identified new genes involved in
apoptosis; participation in the identification of genes in breast and ovarian
cancer; identified the gene for Wilson disease; participated in the discovery of
the gene loci for juvenile onset diabetes; developed an animal model with
gene targeted disruption for Huntington disease; developed new technology
for protein sequencing and for DNA sequencing; and established databases
on mutations in populations used as models world-wide. An external
Scientific Review Panel examines all research proposals before they are under-
taken, and where appropriate an external Ethics Panel may also review pro-
posed research.

A very important component of CGDN’s work has been to develop and
strengthen core technology facilities located at centres across Canada; these
provide state-of-the-art support for Network research in a manner that sepa-
rate universities could not have provided. Core facilities are provided for such
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technologies as DNA sequencing, gene targeting, protein analysis, somatic
cell mapping, and others.

One of the basic objectives of the federal NCE Program is to link university
researchers and industry, and to thus directly benefit the Canadian economy.
The relationships with industry have now developed to the point that there
is a well-conceived approach to the commercialization of biomedical discov-
eries, and by 1995 at least three spin-off companies had been established with
others following rapidly. The Network has set up a Strategic Fund intended
to accelerate research projects with strong commercial potential and is
presently funding three such projects. The Network also has the framework
for a business plan that they are confident can make the Network self-sup-
porting within the next seven years.

Interview Comments:

The following are some of the major points covered in an interview with Dr.
Michael Hayden, Scientific Director, and Mr. Stephen Herst, Managing
Director.

1. The fundamental principle on which the Network is founded and sus-
tained is research excellence as determined by peer review. A second prin-
ciple relates to the ability and willingness of the individual researcher to
be a “team player”.

2. The Network has achieved a remarkably high level of collegiality and
willingness to work cooperatively. This is viewed as a unique Canadian
accomplishment.

3. The Network has brought about a convergence of views, between acad-
emic researchers and industry, on the commercialization of biomedical
discoveries and there is now a common sense of purpose.

4. At UBC, as well as some other (but not all) universities, the University
holds the first claim on ownership of intellectual property. This is caus-
ing some serious tensions, although it has still been possible, with this
added difficulty, to move towards full commercialization.

5. The Network achieves a level of multi-disciplinarity that has not been
possible within universities. This characteristic also ensures an excellent
broad environment for the education and training of graduate students;
to date, these have all been Canadian students.

6. The Network considers communications and public relations to be
important responsibilities; lectures and seminars have been given in
schools and community groups, articles have appeared in several news-
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papers, and CGDN has been featured on both TV and radio. It is not clear
whether CGDN has a well-developed communications strategy or whether
the above activities have been reactive responses to inquiries.

7. As of the present date, CGDN believes that it has been responsible for the
creation of six spin-off companies, and of approximately 1500 jobs.

8. The work of CGDN has obviously global application, even though the eco-
nomic benefits are presently directed within Canada. There is considerable
potential for CGDN to work internationally, and there is already some
involvement in Africa. The objective of this work stems from the fact that
although many of the world’s infectious diseases were once thought to be
eradicated or controlled, they are now returning with unprecedented force,
especially in third world countries. While there are complex reasons for this,
there is emerging evidence that susceptibility to diseases such as malaria,
TB, leprosy, HIV, etc. is genetically based. The CGDN makes it possible,
for the first time, to bring the best Canada-wide resources together to
address such issues in Africa, and more specifically in Ethiopia.
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CANADIAN GLOBAL CHANGE PROGRAM
Royal Society of Canada

Founded in 1985, under the auspices of the Royal Society of Canada, the
Canadian Global Change Program brings together scientists and other spe-
cialists from many disciplines in the sciences and humanities to plan inter-
disciplinary research, assess the significance of this research in the policy con-
text and communicate the implications to its target audiences. While the
Council of the Royal Society of Canada has overall responsibility for the
Program, the CGCP has its own Board of Directors of 15 persons plus four
ex-officio representatives of the Royal society. Four come from the private sec-
tor, five from government departments or agencies, and six from universities.

Funding for CGCP comes largely from the Federal Government under the
Green Plan, with smaller contributions from the Richard Ivey Foundation
and targeted funding for specific projects. The total budget in 1995-1996 was
approximately $1 million. The three main themes of CGCP’s work are:

• research assessment and policy options

• research planning and collaboration

• information management and communications

CGCP thus assesses research results relevant to climate change, using expert
panels, research/policy forums and commissioned studies, in order to pro-
mote a wider dialogue on the various policy options or significant issues
affecting Canadian society. CGCP also emphasizes research planning and col-
laboration; it ensures Canadian participation in international climate change
research programs and has published “Understanding Our Changing Planet:
An Overview of Global Change Research in Canada” which gives a compre-
hensive overview of Canadian research. CGCP places emphasis on informa-
tion management and communications; it publishes special bulletins for 
decision-makers, it has a website on the Internet, and is very active in envi-
ronmental education through workshops for teachers and preparation of
teachers’ guides.

Under the above three themes, CGCP invites research proposals from
researchers; these are examined critically by the Research Policy Committee
with only some being approved; this Committee also monitors ongoing
research projects. The fundamental goal of CGCP is to create new knowledge
in policy areas, but not to carry out itself or to sponsor scientific research. The
Program is not involved in graduate education and training.
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Interview Comments:

The comments below were provided during an interview with Dr. Jeffrey
Watson, Scientific Director:

1. Since many of CGCP’s activities are voluntary, there is a question as to what
holds the Program together. The answer seems to be that it is very much a
matter of intellectual interest in climate change issues, coupled with the fact
that there is good peer evaluation and the quality of the work is high. The
fact that CGCP has limited amounts of funding to disburse also helps give
the network cohesion.

2. The Board is considered to function more as a corporate board, to take a
real interest in the actual programs of CGCP, and to maintain strategic
direction.

3. There are many climate change programs worldwide; each needs to find its
own niche. Attempts to integrate the various programs worldwide have so
far failed.

4. CGCP does have a well-developed communications strategy, although it is
not followed precisely. There is awareness of the considerable need for pub-
lic communication, and following every Board meeting (twice yearly); a
media event is held to publicize both climate change issues and CGCP
activities. CGCP also tries to target its various publications and media
activities at particular audiences.

5. CGCP functions in a way that is very similar to that of CPRN. It holds
many roundtables on specific theme issues in attempting to reach consen-
sus between scientists and social scientists. However, the impact of CGCP
on Environment Canada, in terms of its programs and policies, is not easy
to ascertain.

6. CGCP has informal links with IDRC, is part of the informal network built
around the Centres for Sustainable Development, and has informal links
with other climate change programs worldwide.

7. While thought has been given to the development of formal links with
some organizations, no decisions have been made.

8. Ownership of intellectual property is not a problem with CGCP, by nature
of the central theme. Information about climate change should in any event
be freely available.
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CANADIAN INSTITUTE FOR 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH (CITR)

CITR is a non-profit research company devoted to enhancing the competi-
tiveness of Canadian industry through university-based research and post-
graduate studies. It is managed by a Board of Directors of whom more than
half are from industry.

The Scientific Director acts as CEO and reports to the Board. Responsible to
the Scientific Director are the Major Project Leaders who guide the research
in six major themes. These are:

• Telecommunications technologies;

• ATM network resources management architecture;

• Broadband services;

• Broadband Wireless Communications/LMCS; 

• Mobile and Personal Communications; and

• Broadband Satellite Communications. 

Researchers work on these themes as either individuals or in teams. The selec-
tion of participants is done very carefully; since they must have strategic val-
ues and be willing to engage in multidisciplinary research that have been
defined “top down”. The objectives of CITR are first to conduct world-class
research, second to benefit the Canadian economy, and third to build an effi-
cient, multisectoral network.

The principal source of funding for CITR is the NCE Program, although it
seemed that at present about 20% of the budget comes from industry sources.
The view is held that it is unlikely that CITR can become financially inde-
pendent of government and that continuing government funding will be
required. CITR also hopes to increase substantially the number of industrial
contracts for research on specific projects.

CITR is not a large NCE—it claims to be highly selective and involves
researchers from 18 universities and two government research centres. Since
its inception, there has been a 20-25% turn over of the initial researchers,
some of whom have become less relevant to any of the major research themes.

CITR is heavily involved in training and graduate education. At any one
time, there are about 60 post-doctoral fellows and 200 graduate students
associated with CITR.
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Interview Comments:

The following summarizes the major points covered in an interview with Dr. B.
Prasada, Scientific Director of CITR.

1. CITR has been important in establishing a complementary relationship
among the researchers, and in developing new types of interactions.

2. CITR provides, as a network, a very superior environment for graduate stu-
dents. Its multidisciplinary character is a very important new asset.

3. There is a great deal of self-selection in terms of the participants in CITR
and, as a network it is becoming more industry-oriented. CITR has chosen
to work with a limited number of industrial affiliates and the relationship
with them has grown closer with time.

4. As with some other NCEs, CITR considers that there are serious problems
between the network and the universities on the issue of ownership of intel-
lectual property. While this tends to be a difficulty associated with technol-
ogy transfer offices within universities, there is some continuing tension
between the demands of industrial research and the university goal of fun-
damental research.

5. CITR has a communications strategy consisting of:

• an annual conference, restricted to members

• separate meetings at least once per year for each of the major research
themes

• a regular newsletter 

• informal communication as required

6. CITR could be a stronger research network if there was international par-
ticipation. However, the ownership of intellectual property would then
become a much greater problem, and in addition, the NCE Program stress-
es that there should be economic benefit to Canada. Further still, industry
wants only exclusive relationships. Despite these difficulties, CITR has
already had some discussions with CIDA although nothing specific has yet
emerged. CITR sees considerable opportunity internationally; especially in
cases where CITR could become involved in a developing country where a
CITR industrial affiliate wished to develop an initiative. Canadian indus-
try could certainly fund CITR research on satellite communications in a
developing country, although it would need to be done strategically.
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CANADIAN NETWORK OF TOXICOLOGY CENTRES

This formally constituted network was established in 1992 and differs from
many other Canadian networks in having three equal nodes, rather than a
single head office. The three nodes consist of three toxicology research cen-
tres located at the University of Saskatchewan, the University of Guelph, and
jointly at Université de Montréal and Université du Québec à Montréal. The
Network is legally incorporated as a not-for-profit foundation with its head
office located at the University of Guelph. An 11 member Board of whom
five come from the academic community, two from government, and four
from the private sector manages it. A much smaller Management Committee
deals with routine management issues. Core funding for the Network comes
from Environment Canada under the terms of the Green Plan; $14.1 million
was committed for a five-year period. It is expected that other research grants
and/or contracts will supplement the latter; in the 1995-96 financial year the
total expenditures of the Network slightly exceeded $2 million. 

The Board has the usual responsibilities of a corporate board of a not-for-
profit corporation, financial and legal responsibilities, and responsibility for
determining the strategic directions of the Network, but is not involved in the
scientific programs. These are managed through an Expert Advisory
Committee, the majority of whose members are presently from the United
States. This Committee undertakes an annual review of the four major pro-
grams and the projects of which they are comprised. This Committee first
approves new projects, which may be undertaken by any researcher in
Canada, and excellence of research as determined by peer review is stressed
throughout. Unsuitable proposals (i.e., that are not relevant to the major
themes) are rejected, and unsatisfactory performance can, and has, led to a
researcher being dropped from the Network. There is, in other words, firm
direction and solid management given to the Network’s operations, with full
accountability being required by the Board and the Expert Advisory
Committee.

The Network has five major program themes:

a) Metals Speciation Research Program, which has recently focussed its
efforts on studies of the uptake of cadmium by aquatic and terrestrial
species.

b) Immunotoxicology Research Program, which is concerned with the
interaction of chemicals with the human immune system.
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c) Reproductive Endocrine Research Program, which is presently seek-
ing to develop methods to evaluate the effects of chemical exposure
on reproductive/endocrine physiology of mammalian and fish
species.

d) Quantitative Risk Assessment Program, whose objective is to develop
and validate scientifically-sound methodologies for the assessment of
potential ecological and human health risks associated with exposure
to chemicals.

e) Public Education and Communications Program, this is a corporate
responsibility and is clearly taken very seriously. For example, in col-
laboration with the Alberta Protection Agency, the Network has
developed a toxicology education unit for secondary school science
coordinators across Canada. In the first four months of its introduc-
tion, over 1500 requests have been received for the unit consisting of
an educators guide and 12-minute video.
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Interview Comments:

During the interview, with the Executive Director, Dr. L. Ritter, the following
points were made:

1. The value of the Network lies to quite a degree in the multi-disciplinary
value, which it adds. This is reflected both in the nature of the toxicologi-
cal studies that are undertaken, but even more so in the superior multidis-
ciplinary environment that is created for graduate students.

2. The Network enables a broad research program to be undertaken with
cohesion and many added values.

3. The Network provides, in a unique way, the platform for constructive sci-
entific interaction between industry as manufacturers and users, govern-
ments as regulators, and basic scientists.

4. The Public Education and Communications Program, undertaken as a cor-
porate responsibility, is made possible by the existence of the Network; it
would not have otherwise been an initiative of any single university.

5. The Network enjoys relatively good relations with the Universities where its
nodes are located, and believes that it helps strengthen these institutions.

6. The Network has not encountered any difficulties with regard to ownership
of intellectual property, and in fact has given little thought to the need for
development of an appropriate policy.

7. The Network has no substantial international involvements at present;
there is however an interest in developing such links. Certainly the science
of this Network as well as its communications program could be utilized in
international development, and at the very least IISD, CIDA, and IDRC
should keep themselves regularly informed of CNTC’s activities.
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CANADIAN POLICY RESEARCH NETWORKS (CPRN)

CPRN is an independent, not-for-profit organization with charitable status.
It has developed an open, inclusive approach to knowledge creation, and has
created three networks connecting researchers, policymakers, private and
non-private experts, and front-line workers. The management of CPRN is in
the hands of a Board of Directors composed of 13 persons of whom five are
from the private sector, four are from government, and the remaining four
from CPRN itself. The Board meets twice a year. The President of CPRN
acts as CEO and is responsible to the Board.

As a freestanding, autonomous body, CPRN is financially vulnerable,
although it believes that the learning curve it has been through over the last
several years is now bringing some stability. CPRN operates on an annual
budget of approximately $2 million; in 1996, $400,000 came from the fed-
eral government, $750,000 from grants, and $320,000 from donations.

CPRN has developed three knowledge networks: the family, work, and
health networks. Each network has its own director and also its own adviso-
ry committee, which shapes the overall agenda. Within each network, specif-
ic projects are identified and carefully chosen researchers are asked to under-
take each one, often with the guidance of an advisory committee. In some
instances, the project will be undertaken on a contractual basis, but regard-
less of the specific arrangements, the merit of the researcher, based on peer
review, is the central criterion. Also, in all cases, the negotiations for partic-
ipation in any of the networks are based on agreement on specific deliverables
and on a firm time frame. Since CPRN is primarily concerned with policy
issues, care is always taken to ensure there is a diversity of views on every pro-
ject team. In general, the mode of operation of each network and project is
through the usual forms of networking (telephone, fax, e-mail, etc.) together
with annual meetings.
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Interview Comments:

The following summarizes many of the points covered in an interview with Dr.
Judith Maxwell, President of CPRN.

1. CPRN has already accomplished much, particularly in developing accep-
tance of CPRN as “neutral space” where conflicting views on policy issues
can be discussed constructively.

2. CPRN is quite unusual (although similar to the Canadian Global Change
Program) in being able to bring together scientists and social scientists for
“shared learning”.

3. CPRN as part of its Health Network conducts a research program in pop-
ulation health. There is now much involvement and mutual interest
between those involved in this program and the researchers of the
Population Health Program of the Canadian Institute for Advanced
Research, thus again bringing into contact both the scientists and those
working on policy issues.

4. CPRN is located in the same building in Ottawa as IDRC; even though
their interests and objectives are very similar, there has been very little inter-
action and almost no joint work.

5. CPRN has had little involvement previously with graduate student educa-
tion and training. However, this is now beginning to occur and is expected
to increase: the benefits of the multi-disciplinary environment that CPRN
can provide are being recognized.

6. CPRN is very interested in developing international involvements and has
in the past given thought as to how this might be initiated. However, the
funding base for CPRN is still thought to be somewhat insecure, and fund-
ing stability will be necessary before any international initiative is under-
taken.
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THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE 
FOR ADVANCED RESEARCH (CIAR)

The Canadian Institute for Advanced Research, created in 1982, is a private
sector initiative whose unique mission is to mobilize and focus the knowledge
resources of a vast and thinly populated country into an international net-
work of extremely talented individuals working in intellectually demanding
fields. Its guiding principles are intellectual excitement, fundamental inquiry
and quality of the highest international standards.

The Institute’s eight programs are intended to emphasize the important role
that science and technology play in sustaining and enhancing Canada’s
international competitiveness, and the urgent need to find new ways to cre-
ate more civic and economically sustainable communities. The programs of
CIAR build on Canada’s research strengths and focus on excellence. CIAR
considers that the strength of the Institute “lies in its success as a vehicle for
partnership among universities, governments and the private sector, by locat-
ing outstanding talents whose combined spectrum of interest, knowledge and
creativity holds promise of synergistic productivity”.

CIAR’s mission is itself conditioned by several guiding principles: each area
considered for investigation should have the potential of major contribution
to public interest and/or advancement of the natural and social sciences;
promise the possibility of significant challenge to current intellectual para-
digms; require synergistic collaboration among researchers from diverse dis-
ciplines; take advantage of the networking of researchers from different insti-
tutions and locations; and be a research area which would not be productively
pursued in the absence of CIAR’s initiative. Although the initial CIAR net-
works were exclusively Canadian, the present networks have a significant
international component. The eight network programs now involve 93
researchers and scientists at 23 Canadian universities, and 63 international
researchers and scientists working in 30 American institutions, 11 European
institutions, two in Australia, one in Japan, and one in Israel.

CIAR is managed through an independent Board of Directors whose 
members have full corporate responsibility. The Board has been of central
importance in forward planning for CIAR, and especially in maintaining its
financial viability during some extremely difficult periods. The Board is even-
ly split between academic and private sector members. Currently, CIAR is
operating on an annual budget of approximately $9 million but it has an
accumulated deficit of $1.0 million and outstanding loans of $1.5 million. Its
financial position has improved greatly over the past few years, but it certainly
has not yet achieved financial stability.
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CIAR funds only people; it does not fund equipment, or bricks and mortar.
CIAR appoints Fellows and Scholars to its Programs and pays a portion of
their salaries for a five-year term. This allows release time from teaching so
that Fellows and Scholars can concentrate on research.

The present CIAR Programs fall into three major groupings:

1. Individual and society health and well-being:

a) Population Health

b) Economic Growth and Policy

c) Human Development

2. Science relevant to the physical and biological origins and preservation of
our planet:

a) Cosmology and Gravity

b) Evolutionary Biology

c) Earth System Evolution

3. Science with Major Technological Potential:

a) Soft Surfaces and Interfaces

b) Superconductivity

While each of these Programs operates independently, the first three are cross-
linked through the Human Science Cross-Program Linkages Group. This
aims to bring scholars from each of these three programs, and additional
CIAR Fellows and Scholars, together to fit these pieces into a coherent whole.

The project has three major goals:

1. To understand the adaptive mechanisms that promote social and indi-
vidual well-being, examining a range of factors including population
health, human development, social justice, and economic growth.

2. To understand how the effectiveness of societies in promoting social and
individual well-being varies across different social contexts, including
changes over time, during different circumstances of social change, and
across different social units.

3. To develop empirical indicators of social and individual well-being that
can be used to track progress, and guide policy-makers in creating the
kind of society in which people can best live a worthwhile life.
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Each of the CIAR Programs has a separate Advisory Committee, which is
composed of outstanding international experts in the particular field. These
Committees provide on-going advice to the Programs; each Program meets
annually with its Advisory Committee to report and consult. On a five-year
basis, each Program is critically reviewed by an independent review team
which is asked not to indicate whether the Program is operating satisfactorily,
but whether it is internationally outstanding and at the very forefront of its
field.
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Interview Comments:

In interviews with Professor J.S. Dupre, President of CIAR, and with Dr. J.
Fraser Mustard, Founding President, the following points were covered.

1. CIAR is fundamentally concerned about building Canadian research capac-
ity, even though it is not now exclusively Canadian.

2. What holds CIAR’s networks together is the common intellectual interest
within each program, and the sense of intellectual excitement that comes
with shared advances in the particular field. There is also a considerable
degree of selectivity; to be designated a CIAR Fellow now carries consider-
able prestige.

3. CIAR’s mission is to transcend disciplines and all parochialism.

4. CIAR is concerned with the development of new knowledge and its wide
dissemination; it is not concerned with the application or exploitation of
new discoveries. It has no interest in the issue of ownership of intellectual
property.

5. A country cannot have knowledge networks without first having people
networks. For this and many other reasons, Canada, in its partnerships with
developing countries, should concentrate on the areas of health, human
development and education.

6. To address the needs of developing countries, Canada’s role should be in
building knowledge networks consisting largely of experts in the develop-
ing countries.

7. Dr. Mustard is presently the Bell Canada Fellow in CIAR, but he is also the
President of Founders Network. This consists of over 1000 individuals,
each of whom has had some involvement in the creation and development
of CIAR. The Founders’ Network consists of outstanding scientists and
researchers from both universities and government institutions, leaders
from the private sector, persons who have held very senior positions in
provincial or federal government departments, etc. The Network, in other
words, constitutes a remarkable pool of Canadian and international talent,
experience, and wisdom. Through CIAR, organizations such as IDRC and
IISD should find means of accessing this Network to advance the goals of
sustainable development.

8. IDRC in particular would benefit greatly from the development of some
long-term relationship with CIAR.
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CANARIE—THE CANADIAN NETWORK 
FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF RESEARCH, INDUSTRY 
AND EDUCATION

CANARIE is a network with a technology focus, which is itself, concerned
with the development of the “wherewithal” for knowledge networks. It was
established in 1993 with funding from Industry Canada; a three-phase
approach was adopted with Phase II being implemented over the four-year
period 1995-1999. CANARIE is a non-profit corporation in the form of an
industry led consortium with over 140 fee-paying members. A 21 member
Board of Directors representing private and public sectors governs it; the
Board functions in the same manner as any corporate board. The President
and CEO is responsible to the Board and manages the staff and operations of
CANARIE.

The mission of CANARIE is the development of critical aspects of the com-
munications infrastructure of a knowledge-based society and economy in
Canada, and thus to contribute to Canada’s competitiveness. It attempts to
fulfil this mandate with the support of essentially all of the telecommunica-
tions industry in Canada, and does so by financially supporting research and
development projects that focus on a marketable product or application
development. CANARIE does not fund the basic research that can lead to
such products, but rather funds projects that are beyond the pre-competitive
stage when a company has been formed but is not yet at the point of going
on the market. However, CANARIE does not take an equity position in such
companies. To date, approximately 150 projects of this type have been sup-
ported following, in every case, a thorough peer review process. Projects in
the areas of business research, health care and quality of life, and education
and life-long learning are especially encouraged. CANARIE’s Phase II builds
on the directions of the initial phase and include the:

• Technology and applications development program. This stimulates
applications and technology development by financing innovative
projects.

• National Test Network, which provides an environment for devel-
oping and testing new technology, applications and services that are
needed for future broadband networks.

• Operational network upgrade, which will assist CANARIE’s evolu-
tion to higher capacities to support, expanded applications and ser-
vices.
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• Outreach program, which helps develop awareness and communi-
cates the benefits of an information-based economy and society in
Canada.

CANARIE is, therefore, focused on the development of the telecommunica-
tions technologies of the next generation and accordingly is well plugged-in
to many other networks, both formal and informal. Among the NCEs, for
example, CANARIE is in close touch with TeleLearning, CITR, and
HEALnet. 

Interview Comments:

The latter points were included in an interview with Mr. Andrew Bjerring,
President and CEO of CANARIE.

1. Formal knowledge networks need to be aware of new developments in
telecommunications, and plan for their use if they wish to maintain a
competitive edge. Internet II will become global and available to all uni-
versities shortly, and the next generation of video-conferencing will pro-
vide considerable advantages over what is currently available. These are
just two of the likely next generation of communication systems, and
networks need to be planning now how best to use them.

2. The new technologies will significantly affect research in areas such as
health and health care. For example, networks that wish to handle and
manipulate a number of large databases in different sites simultaneously
will be able to do so, and the sharing of visual information will become
routine.

3. CANARIE has had considerable involvement in health care networks; its
report, “Telehealth in Canada: Clinical Networks” was published in July
1997: it gives an overview of health-related networks in Canada and
demonstrates convincingly the potential of new formal knowledge net-
works in health-related fields.

4. Mr. Bjerring also emphasized the point that these developments now
underway in Canada, could with great benefit be extended by Canada to
developing countries.
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CIDA CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE 
Centre for Human Settlements, University of British Columbia

This Centre is one of six such centres funded through CIDA’s Centres of
Excellence Program which began in 1990; the Program has now ended,
although some of the Centres, including the Centre for Human Settlements,
will continue to receive CIDA funding under the UPCD (Tier 1) Program.
The Centre for Human Settlements (CHS) has received $5.8 million from
CIDA over the past seven years and this has been the only source of funding.
CHS is linked with three institutions in China, one in Indonesia, and origi-
nally one in Thailand although this has been replaced by an institution in
Vietnam; the University of the Philippines is also an associated member.
Canadian participation comes largely from UBC, although the University of
Toronto, the University of Guelph, and McGill University have much smaller
roles.

A CIDA Project Management Committee chaired by the Dean of Graduate
Studies at UBC with three other academic administrators comprising the
Committee manages the overall project. Its role is to decide on policies and
policy-related issues and to monitor project activities. The Project also
receives policy advice from the CHS Council, also chaired by the Dean of
Graduate Studies, and having six members from within UBC, three from the
private sector in BC, and one from each of the partner institutions in China
and Indonesia. Communication within the Project is limited to the use of a
fax machine, and there is substantial concern about the need for, and cost of,
upgrading technology.

The overall theme of CHS relates to urban planning, and the quality of urban life.
Under this overall theme, projects are undertaken that address critical policy issues
in four Asian cities. The basic intent is to examine social, economic, and physical
change throughout: metropolitan regions, inner-city neighbourhoods, and small
towns and communities at the edge of the metropolitan region.

The research program is leading to publications, monographs, and confer-
ence presentations, as well as a two-way exchange of scholars between CHS
and partner institutions. The graduate education and training aspects of CHS
have provided opportunities for Canadian students to study in a partner insti-
tution as well as students coming to UBC for doctoral study. CHS has also
been active in mounting seminars and conferences to create awareness of the
project and its research outcomes. Workshops have been held during 1995 in
Guangzhou, China, in Vancouver, Toronto, Ottawa, and Montreal, these lat-
ter in conjunction with the Federation of Canadian Municipalities. The final
research outcomes of the original CIDA-funded Centre will consist of several
monographs dealing with growth, change, and policy issues at the metropol-
itan scale.
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Interview Comments:

The following summarizes major points of discussion from an interview with
Ms. Elizabeth Zook, Coordinator, and Dr. A. Laquian, Director of CHS.

1. The CHS Project has led to very significant research and publications;
much of this would have taken place in any event and there is no evidence
that the CIDA funding has led to any significant re-orientation of scholarly
interests.

2. The CHS Project has been valuable in broadening experiences it provides
for graduate students and also for faculty members.

3. Project funding from CIDA is for too short a period. The development of
new research and educational projects takes time before results are discern-
able. (This is very evident from the NCEs where it has taken at least 7-8
years to achieve a significant degree of success.)

4. Despite the rapid advances in telecommunications over the last 2-3 years,
knowledge networks that involve developing countries are still experiencing
communications limitations. E-mail is not readily available outside of
major centres, and if anything, the communications gap between developed
and less developed countries is widening; it certainly shows no signs of
being reduced. The experiences of CHS help emphasize the continuing
need for modern communications support in development projects.

5. CHS has not experienced great difficulties on the issue of ownership of
intellectual property, particularly since CHS is policy oriented. However,
such difficulties have been encountered not with CIDA, but with CMHC.

6. CHS’s funding from CIDA as a Centre of Excellence has played a major
role in obtaining funding for a number of other projects, all dealing with
urbanization; this has included projects in Sri Lanka, Australia and the
Pacific Basin, and Mexico.
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CIDA CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Canada-Asia Partnership Program, University of Calgary

Based on the general principles enunciated in its Mission Statement, the
University of Calgary has taken specific steps towards greater international-
ization; within the organizational structure, the Executive Director of the
International Centre now reports to the Vice-President Academic and also
carries the title of Associate Vice-President. The International Centre consists
of the Division of International Relations, the Division of International
Business, and the Division of International Development. This last Division
has been designated by CIDA as a Centre of Excellence in Participatory
Development. The cornerstone of the Centre has been the Canada Asia
Partnership which links the Institute for Primary Health Care of Ateneo de
Davao University in the Philippines, the Asian Institute for Health
Development of Mahidol University in Thailand and the Division of
International Development in Calgary. This partnership does not involve
other Canadian institutions, and has not been formalized in any legal sense.

The Partnership has been funded by CIDA in the amount of $5.9 million over
the period 1990-1997. This is effectively in the form of a contract to the
University of Calgary, and financial and project management is technically in
the hands of the University, and operationally in the hands of the Director of
the Division.

The objective of the Partnership is to improve the quality of life of people in
disadvantaged communities through the process of participatory development.
The combined experiences and resources of the three institutions are focused
on such problems as income generation through small-scale activities, environ-
mental planning to support sustainable development, communication and
organizational processes to enable broad public participation in community
management and community planning for better health and nutrition. In the
material provided, it is not possible to identify the specific outcomes of this
Canada-Asia Partnership, other than (a) the successful development of an aca-
demic credit course on Sustainable Communities, now offered annually in
Newfoundland, and (b) the offering in November 1997 of the week-long
“1997 International Institute on Participatory Development” which is funded
by IDRC. However, substantial work is currently underway towards the publi-
cation of a monograph which will discuss in detail the results achieved in the
Canada-Asia Partnership, as well as its strengths and weaknesses.

The Division of International Development is also responsible for managing
the University’s involvement in a number of other development projects.
These include the Nepal Health Development Project, The Nepal
Engineering Education Development Project, as well as other projects in Sri
Lanka, Gaza, Latin America, and the Ukraine. 
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Interview Comments: 

The following summarizes most of the points covered in a discussion with Dr.
Caryl Abrahams, Director of the Division, Kent Schroeder, Noel Keough, and
Gloria Eslinger.

1. Based on their experiences at Calgary, it was recognized that a network can
only be established successfully when there is a clearly defined purpose, a
well understood theme, and a transparent organizational structure. An
example was described of a network established among Canadian institu-
tions for which it became clear, after a time, that it was meeting no recog-
nizable need and that the purpose for its creation had not been well defined.

2. A consortium undertook the Engineering Project in Nepal, which has been
very successful, with University of Calgary as the lead institution. This con-
sortium was very strictly formalized at the outset, and this undoubtedly has
been a major factor in its success.

3. A very significant part of the Canada-Asia Partnership was, from the out-
set, seen to be the creation of national networks by each CAP partner. CAP
does not claim to have created with each partner a national, single, ongo-
ing, cohesive and well-defined network. However, by incorporating net-
working into other components of the program, (e.g., workshops, training
courses, research components etc., networking with individuals, organiza-
tions, NGOs, government departments etc.) was enhanced considerably.
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CIDA CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Programme d’analyses et de recherches économiques appliquées au
développement international (PARADI)

This CIDA Centre is a combined undertaking of Université de Montréal and
Université Laval; in 1989, they joined forces in a proposal to the CIDA
Centres of Excellence Program for a project in development economics. A
grant was awarded in the amount of $5.6 million over five years and the pro-
ject commenced in 1991. PARADI consists of the two centres of develop-
ment economics at the two Canadian universities, and about 24 partners in
research most of who are university faculty members in African Francophone
institutions: all are linked electronically into a network.

PARADI is managed through an Executive Committee consisting of the
Director and Co-Director of PARADI, the directors of the two centres at
Montreal and Laval, and one representing the researchers in PARADI. In
addition, there is a strong international scientific committee that reviews and
approves all research applications. These are submitted mostly from
researchers at the two Canadian universities but may also include researchers
from developing countries. Research proposals are selected on the basis of
merit, so that not all are accepted. The research fields covered include
methodology and economic modeling, emerging financial economies,
macroeconomic policies, and social dimensions. PARADI holds an Annual
Conference, and annually evaluates research progress. Research groups meet
twice per year, and PARADI also provides assistance for academic visits from
developed countries to Africa. PARADI is also active in sponsoring visiting
lectures, seminars, and colloquia, (e.g., the symposium on “Business Finance
in Emerging Markets” held in Quebec in September 1995). It has also led to
a very substantial number of scholarly papers and monographs. In terms of
training and education, PARADI in 1995-1996 had five students complete
their Ph.D. theses, and 14 completed Masters degrees. PARADI has also
offered annually a course for international students on economic policy mod-
eling which has been quite successful. PARADI, then, provides a forum for
debate on economic policy issues, helps to provide tools for analysis and mea-
surement, and can help ensure that developing countries are all using the
same methodologies.
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Interview Comments:

In an interview with Dr. André Martens, Director of CRDE in Montreal, the
following points were covered.

1. The CIDA funding for PARADI terminated in March 1998. In the
remaining time, PARADI devoted considerable effort to the creation of an
extensive set of new databases which participants in PARADI will be able
to continue using.

2. PARADI has no links to the private sector and only minor links with gov-
ernments in developing countries.

3. PARADI has connections with many other networks e.g., Economic
Consortium for Research in Africa (Nairobi), IDRC and its networks,
World Bank, Network for Analysis of Industrial Policy (Dakar), and
Economic Forum (Cairo), as well as links with individuals and groups in
France.

4. PARADI is purely academic and has not thought of incorporating; however,
with the ending of CIDA funding, it might be possible for it to incorporate
and continue its training courses and related activities through contracts
with development agencies such as CIDA.

5. To date, CIDA seems to have shown little interest in PARADI or its activ-
ities.

6. A major benefit of the type of network that PARADI maintains lies in its
ability to serve isolated individuals in small, developing countries.

7. In terms of external communications, PARADI distributes an annual
newsletter to about 500 individuals and organizations.
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CIDA CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
INRS, Montreal

A visit was paid to this CIDA Centre of Excellence in Montreal: unfortu-
nately, no printed material was obtained with the result that this description
can only be brief and incomplete.

This Centre is focussed on the theme of Urbanization and Development: it
was originally funded under CIDA’s Centres of Excellence Program in 1990
for a five-year period, subsequently extended to seven years. It will be con-
tinuing without break as a project funded under CIDA’s relatively new
University Partnerships in Cooperation and Development (UPCD) Program.
The Canadian component of the network is made up of Groupe interuni-
versitaire de Montréal (GIP) to which is added four participating institutions
in Asia and Latin America. The Centre is under the supervision of a Board,
which is decision-making and not just advisory. The majority of its members
come from the academic community.

Both in Canada and in its partner countries, the Centre works in good col-
laboration with governments as well as NGOs, providing expert advice and
conducting research on issues relating to urbanization and development. The
principal outcome of the Centre’s work is a continuing stream of publications
and monographs on these latter subjects, although an equally important
activity of the Centre lies in the education and training of graduate students.
The Montreal Interuniversity Group provides for considerable mobility of
graduate students between the various institutions in the Montreal area, and
also allows them to work with several different supervisors. This added to the
fact that urbanization is itself a multidisciplinary and international theme,
ensures an excellent environment for graduate education.

While the Centre is managed through a Board and a Director, there is no
other structure; participation in the network of the Centre is fairly loose but
efficient, and the technology works well in tying the four developing country
centres in with GIP.

The financial support of the Centre from CIDA amounted to approximately
$5 million over the seven-year period, and it will be funded by the same
amount over the next five years from the CIDA UPCD Program.
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Interview Comments: 

Additional comments as follows arose in an interview with Dr. Mario Polese,
Director of the Centre.

1. Since the Centre is concerned with research on urbanization in all of its
aspects, wide dissemination and publication of these results is essential.
Much of the research is concerned with policy-related issues and again,
wide dissemination and discussion of the results is important. With this
CIDA Centre, therefore, ownership of intellectual property is not an issue
as it is with the NCEs.

2. The UPCD project will be a direct extension of the work done by the
CIDA Centre, although it will be much more teaching oriented.

3. The UPCD project has an integral communications strategy, which
revolves around the use of the Internet, as well as of e-mail and fax.
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HEALNET
Health Evidence Application and Linkage Network

HEALNet is a multidisciplinary research initiative that brings together over
130 researchers from 17 universities and four research institutes with 22
industrial affiliates. HEALNet’s focus is health information, and it aims to
make research a more valuable resource in decision-making in the health care
system. HEALNet was established in 1995, and it is, therefore, too early to
assess or even list its accomplishments; with other NCEs, at least six to seven
years have been required to achieve solid results.

HEALNet is managed by a Board of Directors of 17 persons of whom 11 are
from the private sector or independent public institutions, and six from uni-
versities. HEALNet was granted $8.6 million from the NCE Program for a 3
1/2-year period; 76% of the funding goes to research projects, to date 37 in
number. Of the 37 projects funded, 13 are considered to have commercial
potential. HEALNet is organized into nine theme teams each under a net-
work leader, with the nine leaders responsible to the HEALNet Program
Leader. 

Four areas of research are related to information tool development for specific
health-care decision-making settings; these are clinical research to link
research with clinical practice, health care management, regional health plan-
ning, and health in the workplace. The other major themes of HEALNet are
Population Health, Health Informatics, and Education and Knowledge
transfer. All of these themes relate to HEALNet’s basic objective of improv-
ing health and health care decisions. The development of new technologies
to aid in decision-making, and the commercialization of specific products is
an equally important objective.

No information was obtained concerning the criteria for selection of the par-
ticipants, or for evaluating research proposals or research progress. In material
for HEALNet’s Annual General meeting in November 1996, there is a realistic
assessment by the Program Leader as follows:

on structure — high marks

on process — high marks

on outcomes — limited success.
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Interview Comments:

The following comments were covered in a relatively brief interview with Dr. G.
Browman, Program Leader.

1. HEALNet differs from other NCEs in that it is highly conceptual and
much less concerned with the development and manufacture of specific
physical products. Identification and commercialization of new products
such as new health information systems may, therefore, take much longer.

2. The ownership of intellectual property is seen as a considerable difficulty
with which HEALNet will have to deal. It has not yet, however, been an
actual hindrance.

3. HEALNet is well aware of the international significance, at least potentially,
of the research it is undertaking and would welcome international involve-
ments with developed or developing countries; there is already a HEALNet
connection with Cuba.

4. To date, HEALNet has been unsuccessful in obtaining direct financial sup-
port from any of its industrial affiliates; given its age, however, this does not
compare unfavourably with other NCEs at the same stage of development.
The most likely sources of financial support are expected to be health care,
software, and telecommunications companies.

5. In an interview with CANARIE (see CANARIE description), it was
learned that HEALNet is one of the few NCEs that is relating to
CANARIE and the development of new generation telecommunications
systems. HEALNet has an apparently strong interest in maintaining an
effective and forward-looking communications strategy.
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INSPIRAPLEX
Respiratory Health Network of Centres of Excellence

On a world scale, respiratory disease is the number one killer, especially in less
developed countries. This is so because acute respiratory infections (ARI) are
closely linked to nutrition. It is, however, predicted that by 2020 improved
food supplies will substantially decrease the global impact of ARI. However,
by that time the increasing use of tobacco as a cash crop in developing coun-
tries will increase diseases caused by tobacco smoke such as chronic bronchi-
tis and emphysema, coronary artery disease and lung cancer. The establish-
ment of INSPIRAPLEX, which aims to improve the quality of life of patients
with respiratory disease globally and to create wealth and jobs in Canada, is,
therefore, well based.

INSPIRAPLEX was founded in 1990 and is a not-for-profit corporation; it
coordinates 60 projects under the direction of 70 scientists in 18 research cen-
tres across Canada. Fourteen universities, four research institutes, three gov-
ernment department/agencies, and seven companies participate in INSPI-
RAPLEX. There is a Board of Directors of 14 persons, eight of whom are
drawn from the business community and the rest from the university com-
munity. The Scientific Director reports to the Board and chairs both the
Priorities and Resources Committee and the Research Committee; the latter
examines and approves all research projects in INSPIRAPLEX, although
many of these are funded privately. It seemed clear that the Board accepted
the full responsibilities of a corporate board.

The research programs organized under the three vertical themes of inflam-
mation; environmental, genetic, and infectious etiologies; and respiratory
pathophysiology. Each of these themes is then addressed through projects,
which focus on therapy, technology, and epidemiology. The funding for
INSPIRAPLEX for the year ending 31 March 1997, amounted to $2.48 mil-
lion of which $2.13 million was provided through the NCE Program, $0.177
from industry for sponsorship of workshops and fellowships, and $0.158 mil-
lion from royalties earned from INSPIRAPLEX commercial products.

INSPIRAPLEX has to date made 22 invention disclosures, filed for 16
patents with five patents issued. It has created six royalty sharing license agree-
ments, and six spin-off companies, which are in various stages of the com-
mercialization process.
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Interview Comments:

Major points that were discussed in an interview with Dr. P. Macklem, Scientific
Director, and Ms. Anne Vezina, Network Manager are covered below:

1. The actual research budget for INSPIRAPLEX is 80% non-government in
the form of private funding for individual research projects.

2. The Network has produced a major cultural shift in the researchers who
now appreciate the considerable benefits of collaboration, and who also are
increasingly willing to recognize the importance of commercialization.

3. INSPIRAPLEX counts among its research personnel 40 post-graduate stu-
dents and 46 post-doctoral fellows. The Network provides a superior envi-
ronment for graduate training and education, especially in comparison to
that previously available in university departments. INSPIRAPLEX has
established a post-graduate training program in industry, which encourages
students and post-doctoral fellows to develop expertise at the interface
between university and industry.

4. INSPIRAPLEX has a Public Awareness Committee, which plays a role in
the areas of health promotion, disease prevention, disease management and
compliance. However, the Annual Report and the interview discussion did
not reveal any signs of a developed communications strategy nor an aware-
ness of technology issues.

5. NCEs are likely to weaken universities in the long run, with universities
becoming, perhaps, a collection of networks and the landlord of the physi-
cal facilities.

6. INSPIRAPLEX fully supports the objective of the NCE Program to be of
economic benefit to Canada, but considers that the NCE Directorate
ignores the role of the multinational corporations, which are steadily dom-
inating the health field.

7. INSPIRAPLEX clearly has much to bring to sustainable development, and
would willingly work with CIDA or IDRC, or any other development
agency. It considers that the concept of the NCE as a formal knowledge
network is exportable, although the best role for an NCE such as INSPI-
RAPLEX may well be in graduate education and training.

8. INSPIRAPLEX did not appear to have such well-developed policies in
areas such as commercialization, conflict of interest, responsibilities of
members etc., as PENCE.
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INSTITUTE FOR ROBOTICS 
AND INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS (IRIS)

This NCE is one of the original networks established in 1990. However, it is
quite different from all other NCEs, in that it is privately managed outside of
the university system. It is also perhaps the most complex NCE since it
involves 138 researchers (members), 21 universities, and 31 industrial affili-
ates; in total, 69 companies and 26 other organizations are involved in the
IRIS Network. Precarn Associates Inc., a member-led industrial consortium,
manages IRIS; the Board of Directors of IRIS consists of the Board of Precarn
Associates plus several members from the university community. Total mem-
bership is 21, of which 14 are from industry, and the remainder from research
organizations and universities. The CEO of IRIS is a Director of Precarn and
is responsible to the Board of IRIS. 

For the year ended 31 March 1997, total revenues for IRIS were approxi-
mately $4.8 million, of which $4.5 million was received from the NCE
Program. Industry contributions in cash and in-kind totaled $1 million. Of
the total cash revenues, approximately $4 million was committed to project
and conference expenses. In Phase I of the NCE Program, only 4% of IRIS
funding came from industry; in Phase II, 25%, and Phase III is projected to
be 40%. However, a continuation of some government funding will be
required especially to support the basic research component.

At present, the research of IRIS is defined under four themes. These are
Intelligent Computation, Human-Machine Interfaces, Machine Sensing, and
Actuation. Each theme is conducted through a number of individual projects
and both the major themes and the projects are regularly evaluated and
reviewed by the Research Management Committee of IRIS. It is expected
that about 40% of these activities will be carried over into Phase III. In
preparing for Phase III, 19 proposals were integrated into the IRIS Phase III
proposal following a rigorous and comprehensive evaluation including inde-
pendent Canadian and international experts.

IRIS is very active in technology transfer and in deriving economic benefit for
Canada. In Phase II IRIS has generated 30 disclosures, 14 patent applica-
tions, and19 licenses. Additionally, and most importantly, IRIS has created
14 spin-off companies which currently employ 67 persons.

Graduate education and training are seen as important functions. IRIS has set
annual targets in both education and training and is successful in reaching them,
The number of graduate students and post-doctoral fellows involve in IRIS in
1996-1997 was 287. The graduates who have been associated with IRIS are well
received by all employers because of their familiarity with industry and also
because of the multidisciplinary nature of the training they have received.
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Interview Comments:

The following comments were covered in an interview with Mr. Harry Rogers,
President/CEO of Precarn and Director of IRIS. Mr. Rogers is a former deputy-
minister in the federal government and was heavily involved in the early estab-
lishment of the NCE Program. The interview with him, therefore, covered a
wider range of issues than was the case with other NCEs.

1. Confirmation was provided that the key figure in creating the NCE
Program was Dr. Fraser Mustard, building on his earlier experiences with
CIAR and with the Ontario Centres of Excellence. The NCEs are the per-
fect political instrument—they are national in scope, they have an eco-
nomic orientation, they are cost-effective, there is no government interfer-
ence and judgments are based entirely on standards of scientific excellence
as determined by peer review, and they are fully transparent. Since the orig-
inal objectives were established, the only modification, which was made at
the beginning of Phase II, was to increase the emphasis on the industrial
context.

2. IRIS and all NCEs are very conscious of the NCE objective of bringing
economic benefit to Canada. It was pointed out that this can be difficult
with multi-national corporations which show signs of “circling about” the
NCEs without much evidence of a willingness to provide financial support.
Moreover, such companies may be more interested in economic develop-
ment of Canadian research results in countries other than Canada. The
NCEs must do “due diligence” to ensure that considerable economic ben-
efit does indeed come to Canada. It is for this reason that IRIS is working
with small to medium-sized Canadian companies.

3. Although IRIS at present does not see that it has a role in international
development, it has already been approached by representatives of Malaysia,
Chile, and China all of whom show considerable interest in developing
similar networks with the help of IRIS. It is worth emphasizing that the
concept of the NCE as a formal knowledge network is itself a “knowledge
product” that can bring returns to Canada as it is made available to more
global contexts.

4. In the view of IRIS, the NCEs on balance strengthen universities; certainly
IRIS is considered to do so.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT RESEARCH CENTRE (IDRC)

Networking, defined here as a form of capacity building focussed on
researchers, has been used increasingly by IDRC and other donor agencies
over the last 25 or so years. It has been actively promoted for a number of rea-
sons, which include:

• facilitation of the exchange of experiences among developing coun-
tries;

• promotion of the transfer of Northern ideas, technologies, and fund-
ing in a cost-effective way;

• enhancement of local ownership and leadership by creating local
centres of expertise; and

• reduction of the risks of capacity-building by spreading out invest-
ments over a range of individuals and/or institutions.

Numerous networks have been created, with partners in developing countries
and with one or more partner donor agencies; the subject areas embrace some
sciences and areas of agriculture, as well as a range of areas in the social sci-
ences and health. Considerable experience has thus been gained by IDRC in
the creation and management of networks which facilitate the exchange of
knowledge from North to South, from South to South, and from South to
North. There is not only exchange of knowledge, but also its creation, with
the result that IDRC is widely respected for its networking capabilities.

Virtually all of the networks in which IDRC is involved display the same
characteristics. The participants from the South are most likely to be indi-
viduals who have previously had, or presently have, an IDRC funded project;
this includes both Canadian participants as well as the majority of those from
the South. Where the latter participants have not been so involved, their gov-
ernment has most likely nominated them. Certainly the greater majority of
the network participants have been selected as individuals, rather than that
they happen to represent particular institutions. IDRC usually provides a
coordinator who is the key person in the long-term success of a network; the
coordinator may be located at IDRC in Ottawa, or may be in a country in
the South. The essential requirements of the coordinator are sensitivity to
changing local conditions and priorities and also to the researchers needs, as
well as good management and human relations abilities. At least at the out-
set, as the network is established and gains stability, it is the coordinator who
meets, on behalf of the network, the accountability requirements of the lead
donor agency. An interim steering committee is then created, and only after
a period of operation of the network, long enough to confirm a substantial
on-going need as well as the credibility of the new network, is a permanent
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structure, in terms of a Board of Directors as well as a legal identity for the
network, established. Both the interim steering committee as well as a Board
is likely to be composed of representatives of the participating countries or
institutions, and/or representatives of the donor agencies. The lifetime of a
network is obviously linked to the period of time for which funding is pro-
vided; there are periodic evaluations of each network, although the basis on
which evaluators are identified is far from clear.

The following lists some of the networks in which IDRC is currently
involved; some of these and other networks are described in a little more
detail subsequently. Current networks include:

• Industrial Support Network Central America

• Sustainable Management of the Uruguayan Coastal Ecosystem:
ECOPLATA II

• Coastal Resources Research Network (Asia)

• Bellanet: a Global Forum for Sustainable Development 

• Research and Capacity Building

• Latin America Urban Water Management Network

• IDRC – IFIAS Knowledge-Brokering Initiative: Pilot Study

• Medicinal Plants Research Network (South Asia)

• Sustainable Cities (Global)

• Sustainable Andean Development Consortium

• Indigenous Knowledge and Innovation Network

• Community Biodiversity Development and Conservation Program

• Valorizing Vegetable Raw Materials (Africa)

Interviews were conducted with a number of staff members at IDRC, in most
cases with Program Officers associated with one or other of the networks in
which IDRC is involved. The following paragraphs summarize those discus-
sions, and include both factual materials about specific networks, as well as
comments that arose in the course of discussion.
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I. Valorizing Vegetable Raw Materials (Africa) (P. Zaya, Program Officer).

This network was commenced in 1993 and follows the usual pattern in
that it receives IDRC funding and has a full-time coordinator. The par-
ticipants are selected individually, and are not just representing a gov-
ernment or institution. A substantial number of the individual projects
are concerned with the development of marketable products based on
essential oils. The research is not fundamental, but rather directed
towards having a tested product at the end of three years. 50-100 prod-
ucts have now been developed.

Comments during discussion were as follows:

a) IDRC itself cannot finance production and marketing of a new
product, even though it may initially be on a very small, commu-
nity-based scale. Some partnerships between IDRC and the private
sector both in Canada and the developing country are both desir-
able and necessary.

b) Attempts are currently being made to interest industry in new
kinds of long-term relationships. In at least one project (produc-
tion of carrageen-based products from seaweed), such a partnership
with Canadian industry has been used.

c) IDRC has not been involved in patenting, or other issues of own-
ership of intellectual property, but there is some recognition that in
future it will need to do so.

II. Coastal Resource Research Network (B. Davy, Executive Secretary,
Strategy for International Fisheries Research)

This network is a community-based approach to fisheries and fisheries
management in Southeast Asia; because of distance, as well as the very
different Canadian ecology and climate, the network places consider-
able emphasis on South-South networking. The participants in this
network have either had previous IDRC involvements, or have been
selected by their governments; in all cases, there is some prior vetting
before individuals are allowed to participate. Management of the net-
work is through the coordinator and a Steering Committee.

Efforts are being made to link the network which is itself very multi-
disciplinary, to Canadian community-based groups concerned about
fisheries management in Canada, and it is likely that some of the new
knowledge that will be generated, will be transferable back to Canada.
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Discussion comments were as follows:

a) The involvement of the Canadian participants has a sunset clause,
but nonetheless such involvement tends to continue for a very long
time.

b) IDRC is genuinely interested in the development of partnerships
with industry, both in Canada as well as in developing countries.

III. Bellanet (D. Balson, Executive Director, Bellanet International)

Bellanet is an initiative that originated from the Earth Summit in 1992 in
Rio de Janeiro where serious concerns were expressed about the long-term
future of aid programs and aid agencies. It was recognized that there was the
need for much greater collaboration between agencies, and that the capac-
ity of the donor community needed to be strengthened and sustained. The
task of designing a project to assist in the building of this capacity was given
to a group of development assistance agencies under the leadership of
IDRC, and Bellanet came into existence in 1995. Seven funding agencies
are supporting the initiative as it helps to build capacity to use websites, the
Internet and various networking and innovative information exchange
techniques for supporting collaborative work. There is an International
Steering Committee representative of the participating agencies: this sets
overall policy, but is otherwise more reactive than pro-active.

Discussion comments were as follows:

a) Participation in Bellanet is entirely voluntary: the degree of com-
mitment is, therefore, variable. Additionally, changes of personnel
cause instability and lack of continuity.

b) Of the original 18-20 agencies which took part in the initial dis-
cussions, and at that time indicated they would join Bellanet, only
eight have done so.

IV. International Model Forest Network (F. B. Johnson, Executive
Director, and K. Dansou, Project Officer)

The IMFN is an initiative in building partnerships locally, nationally,
and internationally to generate new ideas and on-the-ground solutions
to sustainable forest management issues. Originally started as a
Canadian initiative, the network has expanded to include Russia,
Mexico, Malaysia, and the United States with more than 25 other
countries expressing interest in getting involved. Currently, there are 18
model forests; 10 in Canada, three in Mexico, one each in Russia and
Malaysia, and three in the United States.
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A common feature of each model forest is the building of working part-
nerships among individuals and organizations who have an interest in
sustainable forest management; the management is, in other words,
community-based and the long term goal is to have each community
buy in to ownership of the forest and its management.

The Executive Director manages the network with assistance from an
international advisory group. Although IMFN is a quite distinct entity
from IDRC, the Executive Director of IMFN is responsible to the
President of IDRC. CIDA, Foreign Affairs, and IDRC fund IMFN.

Discussion comments were as follows:

a) IMFN is quite unaware of the existence of the Sustainable Forest
Management NCE. The latter is probably more science and engi-
neering based, but nevertheless their interests and focus are almost
the same and certainly complementary.
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MECHANICAL WOOD-PULPS NETWORK
Pulp and Paper Research Institute of Canada

The Mechanical Wood-Pulps Network (MWPN) was established through
the NCE Program in 1990, based on a concept developed by senior execu-
tives of the Canadian pulp and paper industry. The mission of MWPN is “to
develop the technology and expertise that will enable Canadian-based manu-
facturers to market, world-wide, products which contain improved mechan-
ical pulps or processes and equipment for their manufacture, in order to bring
significant economic advantage to Canada and Canadians. This will be
achieved through the application of high technology and the training of high-
ly qualified engineers and scientists.”

MWPN is governed by a Board of Directors of 13 persons of whom seven are
from industry or industry-related research institutes; two are from govern-
ment, and four from universities. Board membership is now on the basis of
four-year terms, which may be renewed once. The Scientific Director reports
to the Board, and there is in addition an Executive Director of the Network
and a Technology Transfer Manager. The Board has two committees, the
Marketing Committee and the Scientific Committee. The Network is
focused on six major programs; these are Mechanical Pulping, Bleaching,
Yellowing Inhibition, Recycling, Pulp Processing, and Process Control.

There is a senior scientist appointed as Project Leader for each of these
themes, and he/she is then responsible for drawing in the necessary expertise.
The Scientific Committee reviews all projects and ensures that there is a
focused approach to problem-solving.

A major contribution of MWPN is in education and training: in Phase I of
the NCE Program, over 100 graduates and post-doctoral fellows completed
their training in MWPN, and Phase II (1994-1998) is providing further sup-
port for 48 graduate students, 43 post-doctoral fellows and 20 summer stu-
dents.

The 1995-1996 revenues for MWPN were broken down as follows: 30.9%
NCE funds, 40.3% industry (cash and in-kind), 0.1% provincial funds, and
28.7% from universities (cash and in-kind). Over the present four-year peri-
od, MWPN will be funded by $12.6 million through the NCE Program,
$14.9 million in cash and in-kind from the Canadian pulp and paper indus-
try and its suppliers.

MWPN asserts that the network contributes to both economic and social
development. Sales of the first fully-commercialized product, the Fibre
Quality Analyzer, have now reached $500,000 annually, and in 1994-1996
marketing of this product created 10 new jobs. A further 15 collaborative
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projects are in the process of technology transfer, and all are judged to have a
high probability of commercial success. However, while ownership of intel-
lectual property is left with the universities, it is a serious problem for
MWPN, as for some other NCEs. 

Interview Comments:

The following summarizes the major points covered in an interview with Dr.
D. Crosilla, Technology Transfer Manager.

1. MWPN has experienced some difficulty in making the network really
function. This is in part due to the size of the network and its geographic
dispersion, but also arises particularly with the Board, which includes
Canadian companies and multinationals. This difficulty raises an impor-
tant point about the NCE Program, which places considerable emphasis
on benefits to the Canadian economy. National economies are becoming
less important in relation to a single global economy, and in any event, a
national economy can be less and less determined by a national govern-
ment.

2. In many of the NCEs, therefore, the likelihood exists that through a part-
nership between Canadian researchers and a multinational corporation,
economic development of the commercialized product may well be con-
ducted by the multinational in a less expensive or more strategic country.
Canada will still gain economic benefit in the form of royalties or license
fees, but it will be impossible to guarantee that the benefits to Canada
can always be maximized.

3. On the opposite side of the above argument is the fact that MWPN has
no international ambitions. This reflects the attitude of its Board which
does not wish MWPN to do business with foreign companies; to do so
might lead to the foreign company gaining ownership to intellectual
property, to the disadvantage of the (Canadian) company.

4. MWPN is convinced of the value of the network in graduate training
and education, especially in creating a multidisciplinary environment.

5. MWPN has substantial links and on-going projects with other NCEs. In
particular, MWPN is collaborating with PENCE on the production of
lacasse for pulp bleaching, with the Institute for Robotics and
Intelligence Systems, and the Sustainable Forest Management Network.
The ability to establish cross-linked teams of national expertise, and thus
potentially to create world-leading networks is well demonstrated here.
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MICRONET
Microelectronic Devices, Circuits, and Systems

MICRONET is one of 14 federally funded NCEs; it is a Canada wide net-
work involving universities, industry, and government research organizations
working cooperatively towards the development of the next generation of
microelectronic systems. The network involves 82 professors and approxi-
mately 300 graduate students at 22 universities; there are 32 industrial affili-
ates and four government agencies involved. MICRONET evolved from the
Canadian Microelectronics Corporation, an early network which still exists.
The original proposal for MICRONET came from 12 researchers across
Canada who had not previously been involved in any form of collaboration
or networking.

The funding for MICRONET came primarily from the NCE Program; how-
ever, the MICRONET Board of Directors at the outset considered that the
declining level of NCE funding over the four most recent years would allow
only a marginal existence for MICRONET. In 1995, agreement was reached
with NSERC that NSERC matching funding would be provided in relation
to the level of industrial cash contributions. Thus, in 1997-1998, the total
budget is slightly in excess of $3 million, of which $1.89 million is NCE
Program funding, $755,000 is from industry, and $420,000 is NSERC fund-
ing through the University-Industry Program. Additionally, a further
$217,000 has been generated in industrial cash contributions for a short-term
research program to address the immediate needs of industry.

A Board of Directors consisting of 10 persons and an NSERC observer man-
ages MICRONET; five members come from industry and five from univer-
sities. The Board has overall responsibility for the management and direction
of the network, including resource allocation, research program, budgeting,
networking, and communications. The Board was instrumental in resolving
the funding situation described above, and is clearly a pro-active, corporate-
style board. The members of MICRONET are 82 in number and are drawn
from 22 universities and four government departments; there are 30 indus-
trial affiliates. MICRONET is not yet incorporated although this issue is fre-
quently discussed. The researchers are grouped into nine regional university
centres with each Centre Coordinator reporting to the Project Leader. The
research program is monitored and directed by the Coordinating Committee,
which reports to the Board of Directors; the Board has overall responsibility
for MICRONET. There is also a Business Development and Industrial
Advisory Committee which advises the Board of Directors on long term
research directions and technology transfer activities. Reporting to the Project
Leader is the Network Manager to whom a secretary, the Communications
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Officer, and a Technology Transfer Officer in turn report. The Management
Centre has developed a comprehensive program aimed at enhancing internal
communications within the Network; this includes the publication of a num-
ber of documents such as the Annual Report, Workshop Proceedings, a
Network Directory, a monthly newsletter, etc. The program also promotes
the use of electronic networking, an electronic database conveniently accessi-
ble on the Internet, and industry open houses to promote internal linkages.

The research program of MICRONET has focussed on two main compo-
nents: the Precompetitive Research Program and the Short Term Research
and Development Program. The latter is relatively new and seven projects
have been successfully launched, each requiring at least 50% funding from
the industrial partner, with MICRONET providing the balance. The
Precompetitive Program focuses on three highly coordinated themes; each
consists of a number of separate projects proposed by researchers but all con-
sistent with the objectives that are set jointly by industrial and university
researchers. In 1996, MICRONET generated 291 refereed publications;
there have been 25 patent filings from MICRONET and at least three spin-
off companies have been formed.
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Interview Comments:

The following summarizes some of the points covered in an interview with Dr.
A. Salama, Project Leader.

1. The concept of an NCE works extremely well; even in a field such as
Engineering, it has led to a marked shift in attitude of the researchers. They
have become much more conscious of industry’s interests and needs, and
are quite willing to re-direct their research accordingly.

2. The influence of the Board has steadily increased and in particular the
industrial Board members and affiliates are now much more active in
proposing research projects.

3. The Network exercises discipline on researchers; there is regular review of
each project, and where it becomes clear that a researcher is more of a “lone
ranger” than a “team player”, he or she no longer continues in the Network.

4. The ownership of intellectual property continues to be an issue between the
Network and the universities, as does the question of sharing overhead
funds on research contracts.

5. The Network creates a feeling of belonging, and of being connected. This
is one of the few networks that has a well thought out communications
plan, although it is largely directed internally. At present, thought is being
given to the possible use of video-conferencing as a further step towards
improved internal communications.

6. The researchers in MICRONET would like to have effective international
connections; the involvement of two Asian companies as affiliates has been
raised but has been rejected by the Board which fears that qualified per-
sonnel will be lost from Canada, and that intellectual property may also be
lost.

7. MICRONET feels strongly that the Network provides an excellent envi-
ronment for graduate student training and education. The total number of
post-doctoral fellows, graduate students, undergraduate students, and
research associates involved in MICRONET in 1996-1997 was 337.
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FRIENDS OF THE EARTH CANADA

Friends of the Earth (FoE) is an international non-governmental organization
which addresses environmental issues and plays an advocacy role in promot-
ing particular solutions. There are National Groups of FoE in many coun-
tries, each with an Executive Committee, and from the national Executive
Committees the membership of an International Group is drawn.
Membership in the National Group is open to any person in Canada inter-
ested in the objectives of the organization. Friends of the Earth in Canada is
funded very largely through private contributions, with some small govern-
ment support. However, the funding sources for the National Groups varies
quite widely from country to country.

As a specific environmental issue emerges, FoE establishes a research group
for that issue; this research group always contains at least one person from the
national Executive Committee. As the name implies, this group will under-
take research on the issue and will begin the development of a range of poli-
cy options. These policy options will be open for discussion and comment
from FoE members through the electronic network. The research group, on
the basis of their own research of the issue and taking into account the mem-
bers’ comments, finalize a recommended policy option for approval by the
Executive Committee.

The FoE network is also an important support tool in the lobbying efforts
that FoE then undertakes on a particular issue. It is also used extensively in
maintaining contacts with the Canadian Global Change Program and a large
number of other environmental networks.

While FoE is a non-governmental organization, and, therefore, is one voice
from the general population, it interacts extensively with government and
government agencies. It also, however, interacts with industry, although the
success of such interactions is usually determined by the degree of receptivity
demonstrated by industry. For example, FoE has worked with some corpora-
tions in the development of a statement of ethical principles relating to envi-
ronmental preservation.

Comment:

The above material is based on an interview by telephone with Ms. Beatrice
Olivastri. 
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GREENPEACE CANADA

Greenpeace Canada is a particularly successful Canadian non-governmental
organization. It is part of Greenpeace International, which is the umbrella
organization for all national Greenpeace groups. While there is a board of
Directors for Greenpeace International, it is a governance board, and the
International Council consisting of one trustee from each participating coun-
try is responsible for determining the priority areas that will receive
Greenpeace attention. At present, these global issues are:

• climate change

• biodiversity

• toxics in the environment

• the nuclear industry and use of nuclear energy

Each country organization then works within these areas according to its
capabilities and resources, although these decisions are taken jointly by
Greenpeace International and Greenpeace Canada in order to achieve consis-
tency and avoid duplication of effort.

Greenpeace Canada has its own Board of Directors which is strictly a gover-
nance board, with the carrying out of the Greenpeace mission and the con-
duct of day-to-day operations left fully to staff. There is an Executive Director
who oversees a number of separate departments run by staff. For each major
issue that Greenpeace becomes involved with, a Campaign Director is
appointed from the staff. Greenpeace Canada is supported entirely by private,
individual contributions—Greenpeace will not accept financial support from
governments or from corporations. At present, Greenpeace Canada has
approx. 130,000 donors, of whom at least 16,000 contribute through
monthly payroll deductions; all donors are defined as members of
Greenpeace. However, the only voting members are the members of the
Board of Directors.

The work of Greenpeace Canada falls under two headings: development of pol-
icy options on environmental issues; and enhancement of public awareness.

In developing policy options, Greenpeace Canada will undertake its own
research of existing knowledge on a particular issue, but it may also sponsor
through contracts specific pieces of research in areas where knowledge is lack-
ing. The Campaign Director is responsible for pulling together all research on
an issue and drafting policy options. Greenpeace Canada itself certainly gen-
erates and disseminates new knowledge; for example, much of its research on
Antarctica is quite original. On major environmental issues, the official
Greenpeace position is determined by the Board of Greenpeace International,
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based on the research brought together by Greenpeace and consideration of
the recommended policy options.

In terms of technology, communication is generally by e-mail although there
are also annual meetings of national Campaign Directors and other periodic
meetings. Greenpeace Canada maintains links with the Canadian
Environmental Network, and a number of other similar networks. Curiously,
however, there seem to be no links to either the Canadian Global Change
Program or the Canadian Network of Toxicology Centres.

Greenpeace Canada has developed an extensive and effective communica-
tions strategy, which has several components:

a) Donors – three or four mailings are sent out per year to all donors,
to keep them informed about Greenpeace activities. Each mailing
goes to approx. 70,000 persons.

b) Publications – there is a steady stream of Greenpeace publications.
In each case, care is taken to ensure that it is directed to the most rel-
evant target audience—publications are not distributed through one
general mailing list.

c) Media strategy – Greenpeace keeps in constant touch with the media
and has been remarkably effective in getting its message across
through all forms of media.

d) WWW site – Greenpeace has a www site, which is widely accessed
and is steadily expanded.

e) Lobbying – this is an ongoing daily activity of Greenpeace Canada.
There are frequent meetings with Ministers of the Environment,
parliamentarians, bureaucrats, etc. It is widely recognized that
Greenpeace has gained considerable credibility and is especially
effective in raising awareness of environmental issues.

f ) Industry – while Greenpeace will not accept financial contributions
from the business sector, it is prepared to work with industry. For
example, at present there is ongoing work by Greenpeace and
approx. 12 companies regarding the use of fossil fuels. Even this
involves some degree of confrontation, and other companies have
completely refused to work with Greenpeace.

Comment:

The above summarizes an interview conducted by phone with Ms. Jeanne
Moffat, Executive Director, Greenpeace Canada.
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MINES ACTION CANADA

Mines Action Canada (MAC) is a coalition of non-governmental organiza-
tions committed to the complete abolition of landmines. Although it is
stretching the description that has been given to a formal knowledge network,
it is useful to include this network in view of its obvious recent international
success, and also because its operation has been very much at the grass-roots
level. The initial lobbying efforts against land mines commenced in 1991, but
the formation of MAC as a coalition did not occur until 1994. Its long-term
existence is, at the moment uncertain, and will largely depend on the out-
comes of the international treaty conference in Ottawa in December 1997.

MAC is presently a coalition of some 45 official members all of whom have
formally endorsed the landmines declaration. Additionally, another 143
NGOs support the coalition but do not have official membership and, there-
fore, no voting privileges. The regular MAC mailing list also contains the
names of another 500 persons. It is not possible to obtain an estimate of the
number of individuals who have participated in this work, but it may well be
in the hundreds of thousands.

Communication to the participating organizations is by e-mail together with
some periodic mailings. There have been a number of direct mailings to
Cabinet Ministers and Members of Parliament—all of these have originated
in the MAC office in Ottawa. MAC does not have a formal communications
strategy.

MAC is governed through a Steering Committee composed of representatives
of a small number of the key NGOs. There is a full-time coordinator and per-
manent office in Ottawa. Funding for MAC has come in lump amounts from
several of the member organizations, from a Canadian foundation, and more
recently from an American foundation; in earlier years, there was some small
federal funding.

MAC sees its role as two-fold: advocacy and lobbying; and raising public
awareness. In both activities, action occurs at the grass-roots level. MAC will
distribute policy statements to all participating organizations and ask that
there members take action on them. This may be in the form of letters to
local members of parliament, obtaining signatures to a petition, etc. MAC
has continuously emphasized that the debate on use of landmines must be
kept as simple as possible. The issue is a very straightforward humanitarian
one and must not be complicated by debate over possible exceptions or other
technical or political issues. It appears that, by keeping the issue very black or
white, and by having such an enormous grass-roots effort, the network of
MAC and its allies has achieved considerable success.
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Comment:

The above material is based on an interview by phone with Ms. Celina Tuttle,
Coordinator of Mines Action Canada.
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INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF RED CROSS 
AND RED CRESCENT SOCIETIES (IFRC)

IFRC is included in this study of networks largely to emphasize that there
remains an enormous gulf between the quality of life we enjoy in Canada, com-
pared with that in many other parts of the world. IFRC is made up of 169
national societies around the world, including that in Canada, with a coordi-
nating Secretariat in Geneva. Its mandate relates specifically to disaster relief,
and the overall vision is to reduce human suffering. The Secretariat employs
some 270 people in Geneva and has more than 400 delegates and 1500 local
staff in the field. National societies can call on the Federation Secretariat for
help in the event of a disaster. The Secretariat then launches an international
appeal to other national societies and coordinates the people, money and mate-
rials that are donated. Networking is recognized as a significant asset in improv-
ing disaster management for both the Federation and the National societies.

Previously, communications in the Red Cross and Red Crescent structures
were mainly concerned with the use of radio, telephone, and telex services.
Indeed, many of the telecommunications delegates were radio amateurs or
former military personnel who had been trained primarily in radio commu-
nications. The Federation has long recognized the importance of information
management and data communications in its disaster relief work, and in
1991, with financial aid from CIDA, undertook a project to upgrade com-
puter facilities, to create specialized databases, and to set up an Information
Resource Centre and Information Systems Department. In January 1996,
again with CIDA support, the Federation commenced the second phase of
this work to establish a global Red Cross/Red Crescent network linking the
Secretariat, the national societies and the Federation’s delegations. This is
expected to take 3-5 years for completion.

The major difficulty lies in the fact that modern telecommunications are not
universally available. National societies in the North have reasonably good
technological tools but those in the South are usually poorly equipped and
often have limited resources. In the North, the Secretariat had all personnel
in Geneva on the Internet by early 1995, and in 1996, 26 national societies
had Internet access. In 1997, at least 30 national societies have their own web-
site. However, the majority of national societies and most Federation delega-
tions are in developing countries, so there is a clear need to implement a com-
munications strategy in these areas. Access to the Internet is growing much
more rapidly than had originally been expected; at present, at least 30 of the
36 countries in Africa have Internet access. However, it is often not reliable,
and in any event this too frequently means that access is available in the
national capital, but in the rest of the country, telecommunications is still in
a primitive state, and in places still non-existent.
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The development of this project will focus on two major areas of activity:
information management; and data communications. The first component,
information management, will provide the first fully international opportu-
nity to define the specific types of information that are required for the dis-
aster relief effort. This information has to come directly from the field, but
must then be systematically organized and collected. Eventually new systems
applications, adapted specifically for fieldwork, will be developed as a result
of this project. Also, the federation aims to provide packages of information
to delegates before they arrive on the disaster scene. Some of the information
including Federation policies, procedures and country-specific information
such as maps will probably be made available on CD-ROMs. It seems clear
that, when fully implemented, this project will provide much new knowledge
about disaster relief and will help ensure timely and appropriate responses.

The data communications component will focus on the development of a
telecommunications network principally using e-mail. Under disaster condi-
tions, this is often difficult in the field. The Federation has used since 1994 high
frequency links using PACTOR—a radio modem for data transmission—to
connect remote locations to e-mail services in Geneva. This was especially suc-
cessful during the Rwanda crisis to send situation reports and requests for assis-
tance. The Federation has also explored the possible use of non-synchronous,
low-earth orbit satellites (LEOs) that can provide continuous communications
coverage over the earth’s surface, and also utilizes X25 data networks, the
Internet, satellites (Inmarsat M and MIni M primarily), radio (HF / VHF
/UHF Voice), HF slow speed data (PACTOR) etc., and often has to do so
under difficult conditions. The challenge is to create from this diversity a gen-
uine network.

Comment:

Linda Stoddart, Director of the Information Systems Department, IFRC
Geneva drew the above material from a paper. It was kindly made available
by Dr. John Black.
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NEUROSCIENCE
McGill University

Neuroscience was one of the first group of NCEs established in 1989; indeed,
the birth process seems to have been somewhat longer than for others since it
was the end of 1990 before Neuroscience was functioning. In 1995 (the lat-
est year for which an annual report was available), Neuroscience comprised
over 200 investigators from 18 universities and research institutes across
Canada. Neuroscience itself is not incorporated, but is still governed by a
Board of Directors of 17 persons of whom seven are from the private sector,
and the remainder from universities or the network itself. Responsible to the
Board are the Scientific Director, the Executive Director of the Network, the
Management Committee, the Scientific Advisory Committee which includes
non-Canadians in its membership, and the Commercialization Advisory
Committee. The Board now functions very much as a corporate board and
has been particularly active in strategic planning for Phase III.

In order to provide focus and especially to ensure critical mass, the research
of Neuroscience is organized around six themes, which are:

• Rescuing and protecting nerve cells: neuronal survival and protec-
tion

• Food for nerve cells: neurotrophic factors

• Blocking the blockers: inhibitors and enhancers of neurite growth

• Rewiring the circuitry: regrowth and reconnection in the nervous
system

• Newest tools for brain repair: gene technology: gene therapy

• Electronic replacement parts: functional recovery

In some aspects at least, there is a close relationship between Neuroscience
and CGD Network. The Scientific Advisory Committee reviews all research
regularly for quality and relevance.

Unlike some of our international competitors such as France and Germany,
Canada does not have a viable neuroscience-based industry. However,
Canada does have an international reputation for excellence in neuroscience
research, ranking amongst the top 6 or 7 countries in the world. The creation
of the Neuroscience NCE presented the opportunity to convert this substan-
tial Canadian intellectual resource into an internationally competitive domes-
tic industry. Neuroscience is, therefore, different from other NCEs in a num-
ber of ways. First, in the absence of a Canadian neuroscience industry, the
private sector involvement in Neuroscience drew quite heavily on the finan-
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cial community, since investment in a new industry must be a critical first
step. Second, instead of appointing a Technology Transfer Manager,
Neuroscience appointed an Executive Director with considerable experience
in the banking community. Neuroscience itself is not incorporated, but it has
created a separate company, Neuro Research Inc., to serve as the legal entity
handling the Neuroscience Partners Fund and to handle formal relationships
between the Network and its industrial partners. In the absence of a pre-exist-
ing neuroscience industry in Canada, the Neuroscience network sees its role
as two-fold: the development of a still stronger and more dynamic research
base in neuroscience, and then the implementation of a rigorous strategy to
build a neuroscience-based industry in Canada. The strategy developed by
Neuroscience recognized the need for funding for “discovery development”
and for the early stages of creation of a new industry. The financial commu-
nity was, therefore, approached to invest in a special fund dedicated to the
development of neuroscience discoveries with commercial promise. The
Neuroscience Partners Fund currently has a total investment of about $54
million and the intent is to increase that to $100 million. Some selective
investments from this fund have been made in established neuroscience com-
panies, some of which are establishing subsidiaries in Canada. Neuroscience
has also led to three licensing agreements, and at least one spin-off company,
with eight more initiatives, all of which may lead to separate new companies,
at various stages of the commercialization process.

Neuroscience is heavily involved in graduate education and training. In 1995,
57 graduate students and 35 post-doctoral fellows received Network support,
28 trainees attended courses in Tissue Culture and Electrophysiology, and 42
trainees attended Network workshops during the course of the year.
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Interview Comments:

The comments below describe the main points covered in an interview with Dr.
David Johnston, Chairman of the Neuroscience Board, and Mr. Warren Bull,
Executive Director of Neuroscience.

1. Neuroscience is a multidisciplinary field that universities have difficulty in
handling within a departmental structure. The creation of the network
gives neuroscientists a community and an intellectual home. The multidis-
ciplinary nature of the network as well as its multi-institutional character
provide a superior environment for graduate studies, as well as the possibil-
ity to offer workshops and training courses that does not usually exist in the
universities.

2. The view is held that what holds a network such as Neuroscience together,
what cements it, is the availability of new research funding combined with
the ability to more easily conduct research on cross-institutional lines.

3. Neuro Research Inc. differs from nearly all other corporations that have
been formed within or by other NCEs. Because of the lack of a Canadian
neuroscience industry, Neuro Research Inc. will hold a share of equity in all
spin-off companies. This is seen as one part of ensuring economic benefit
to Canada from the NCE, and also part of the establishment of a Canadian
industry.

4. Ownership of intellectual property is seen as a major problem, although
further discussion made it clear that the problem does not necessarily lie
with universities’ policies on ownership of intellectual property, but more
with the inflexible interpretations that Technology Transfer Offices within
the universities apply to the policies.

5. The importance of a well-developed communications strategy is recognized
by Neuroscience. In addition to the use of electronic means of communi-
cation within the Network, Neuroscience also publishes newsletters
(approx. 2000 copies per issue), videotapes, and has held fairly regularly a
series of media sessions.

6. There are no substantial international links, and given the very sophisticat-
ed nature of neuroscience, it is unlikely that such links could be developed
with any other than advanced countries. There are at present some recog-
nized links with Japan.
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ORBICOM
The World-wide Network of UNESCO Chairs in Communications

ORBICOM is an international network that links communications leaders
from academic, media, corporate and government circles with a view to pro-
viding for the exchange of information and the development of shared pro-
jects. It is based on the belief that communication is a pillar of any democra-
tic society and an essential means of spreading skills and knowledge. The
ORBICOM network is an apolitical, neutral organization open to all streams
of thought and opinion. ORBICOM consists of 15 Chairs in Australia,
Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Colombia, Hungary, Ivory Coast, Kazakhstan,
Lithuania, Mexico, Russia, Spain (two), and Uruguay—there are 165 mem-
bers spread across 50 countries. Ultimately, ORBICOM will embody a net-
work of 300 associate members and 25 UNESCO Chairs in
Communications around the world.

A Board of Directors, appointed by UNESCO governs ORBICOM; the
Board is solely responsible for the intellectual and scientific directions of the
network’s actions and programs. The Board presently has 15 members of
whom nine are from universities and the others from the communications
industry and UNESCO. The Board functions largely in an advisory role and
is “hands off”. Funding for each of the Chairs is obtained entirely from the
home country; in Canada, Bell Canada is a major supporter. In other cases,
industrial support may be provided for a specific ORBICOM project or
activity. The activities of ORBICOM include: 

• the exchange of knowledge and expertise in communications
through education, research and concrete action;

• link specialists in different communications sectors;

• set up training and internship programs to improve communications
capabilities;

• establish exchange programs for professors and specialists;

• develop publications and conference programs; and

• provide expertise and consulting services to international organiza-
tions.
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Interview Comments:

The following points were covered in an interview with Ms. Thérèse Paquet-
Sévigny, Secretary General of ORBICOM.

1. The chief objective in founding ORBICOM was to strengthen the com-
munications field in both North and South, by creating a network that is
both multidisciplinary and multilingual.

2. The focus of ORBICOM is more on the technology than on policy
although both are included in ORBICOM’s activities. The availability of
technology particularly in the South causes some difficulties, as illustrated
by a proposal from one African university that wished to establish a Chair
in its Medical School since it was only there that the required technology
was available.

3. There is no long-term, strategic plan for ORBICOM’s work. Since the
Chairs are all funded quite separately, this is not surprising. However, it was
claimed that, in the absence of such a plan, ORBICOM is able to respond
more quickly to unanticipated needs.

4. ORBICOM has already had working relationships with CIDA on a project
relating to women’s issues, and has also had some involvement with IDRC
in institutional strengthening projects. Since ORBICOM from its incep-
tion has been concerned about North-South issues, it has a natural interest
in becoming more involved as the network reaches maturity in sustainable
development projects.

5. ORBICOM believes strongly that it is money that makes networks work
successfully. Nevertheless, more needs to be done to study networks and the
way in which they work, and to analyze data concerning communications
that a network creates for either internal or external use. In addition to hav-
ing the communications technology, it is also necessary to understand the
culture of the country or region.
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PENCE
Protein Engineering Network of Centres of Excellence

PENCE is one of the original NCEs and is, therefore, seven to eight years old
and entering shortly its third phase of funding. It is a research network of
Canadian researchers from university, research institutes, government and
industrial laboratories which is concerned with the determination of the mol-
ecular structure of proteins by a variety of techniques, with an increased
understanding of the function of proteins, and with the use of genetic engi-
neering and chemical synthesis of peptides.

PENCE is managed by a Board of Directors of 14 persons, of whom five are
drawn from the private sector. Interestingly, the Board includes a representa-
tive of the legal community, and also a member from the venture capital
financial sector. The by-laws of PENCE require that one representative come
from the financial sector and has experience in financing technology-related
enterprises. The Board is the executive authority of PENCE, and provides
guidance and advice as well as accepting responsibility for policies, finances,
and all business. PENCE has recently been incorporated as a not-for-profit
corporation and has developed a very thorough and detailed Members’
Agreement. In addition to stating the By-laws of PENCE Inc., the
Agreement provides complete details and guidelines for the activities of
PENCE committees and for administrative matters; it also gives an organiza-
tion chart, and appendices that describe in detail policies on issues such as
confidentiality, responsibilities of participants, conflict of interest guidelines,
guidelines for commercialization, and working guidelines on “benefit to
Canada”, etc. PENCE has probably benefited by not incorporating until very
recently; this has given it the advantage of drawing on the experiences of
other NCEs that incorporated at earlier dates. The PENCE Members’
Agreement is almost certainly the most recent, most detailed, and most
refined such document for a formal knowledge network in Canada.

The Network Leader (Scientific Director) functions as CEO and reports to
the Board; the research Theme Leaders and PENCE management staff are
responsible to the Network Leader, who also chairs the Management and
Science Planning Committee and the Technology Assessment and Planning
Committee. The management staff of PENCE includes a Network Manager
and a Manager of Business Development. The selection of participating sci-
entists is based on strict criteria and high standards. Scientists propose indi-
vidual or joint projects which are vetted by the Management and Science
Planning Committee; an obvious consequence after six years or so of experi-
ence is demonstrated by the fact over 75% of recent scientific publications are
from two or more of the participating institutions. As projects are finished
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and the direction of the science evolves, there is some turnover amongst the
scientific participants; it is estimated that during its existence, there has been
an approximate 30% turnover.

PENCE has to date had 25 patents issued and has approximately 50 more
patent applications pending.

Interview Comments:

Major points that were covered in separate interviews with Dr. G.E. Connell,
former Board Chair, and Mr. J. Chivers-Wilson, Network Manager.

1. PENCE was originally built around the scientific interests of Nobel
Prizewinner Michael Smith and of Michel Chretien, but has since
evolved considerably. In the early years, it was mainly oriented to leading
edge fundamental research, and was relatively weak on the commercial-
ization side. More recently, there has been a major shift with greater
emphasis on commercialization; the Board and especially the industrial
members have become much more influential, and there has been a very
significant “cultural shift” among the participating scientists. The latter
now understand and appreciate the interests and directions of industry,
and are much more willing to re-direct their research accordingly, but
without relinquishing their commitment to fundamental research.

2. The view is strongly and unanimously held that the network adds value
that cannot be achieved by the same scientists working independently. 

3. PENCE as a formal knowledge network is an enabling mechanism to a
much greater degree than other NCEs; it also has achieved a good bal-
ance between fundamental and applied research projects.

4. PENCE has recently created PPFI (PENCE Patent Financing Inc.) as a
separate spin-off company to deal with the pre-competitive stage of com-
mercialization of PENCE scientific discoveries. The Bank of Montreal
finances PPFI.

5. While ownership of intellectual property is still seen as a major issue, it
may have been largely resolved by the preparation of the Members’
Agreement described above.

6. PENCE and other NCEs are seen as being of benefit to universities espe-
cially in terms of bringing research facilities that could not otherwise be
obtained. However, NCEs are also seen as “pan-Universities” in the sense
that they transcend departmental boundaries, are genuinely multi-disci-
plinary and provide a very superior environment for graduate student
training and education.
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7. The recent incorporation of PENCE was undertaken for several reasons:
firstly to increase the credibility of PENCE in its relations with industry,
secondly for legal reasons relating to issues such as liability etc., and third-
ly, so that PENCE could enter into proper legal arrangements for joint ven-
tures with the universities as partners.

8. PENCE is confident that over the next seven years it can move to financial
self-sufficiency. It should be noted that the 1996-1997 financial statement
for PENCE indicates that total income was approximately $7.25 million,
of which $4.5 million came from the NCE Program, and $2.75 million
from industry, provincial governments, research institutes, and one or two
international sources.
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SUSTAINABLE FOREST MANAGEMENT NCE
University of Alberta

The Sustainable Forest Management NCE (SFM) was established in 1995
and is still in a relatively early stage of development. The aim of SFM is to
develop strategies that align economic and environmental objectives to ensure
that: Canada’s boreal forest is effectively managed; its biological diversity pre-
served; and its resources sustained for future generations.

A key element is understanding the role of Aboriginal communities in the
boreal forest. The forest management strategies and environmental technolo-
gies that result from SFM research will be marketable worldwide.

The research program of SFM has four main themes:

• Ecological basis of sustainable forest management;

• Minimal impact techniques for forest materials processing;

• Socio-economic sustainability; and

• Planning and practices for sustainable forest management.

The SFM Network thus links natural scientists in forestry, soil science and
biological sciences with social scientists in economics, sociology, anthropolo-
gy, health sciences, law, political science and environmental, civil and chemi-
cal engineers and further links them all with stakeholders in industry, gov-
ernment and the public.

The SFM Network is governed by a 17-member Board of Directors repre-
senting a cross-section of groups with a vested interest in how Canada’s forests
are managed. The Program Leader reports to the Board and is assisted by the
Research Management Committee; the latter reviews critically all project pro-
posals under each of the four major themes and also monitors progress. There
is a Network Manager and also an industrial liaison officer who is responsi-
ble for developing industrial ties and opportunities for collaborative research.
A theme co-leader heads each of the four themes of the research program and
is responsible to the Program Leader.

The financial overview of SFM for the period ending 31 March 1997 shows
that total annual income was approx. $5.16 million, of which $3 million
came from the NCE Program, $0.75 million from provincial governments,
and $0.89 million from industry; the balance was from miscellaneous sources
and a carry-forward from the previous year.
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Interview Comments:

Important points covered in an interview with Dr. Bruce MacLock, Network
Manager, are summarized as follows:

1. The SFM Network is not in the business of developing “widgets”; it is pro-
ducing enabling knowledge based on an overall theme that was developed
over a three-year period.

2. SFM is not heavily involved in issues of intellectual property and does not
expect to be in the future. It is also not incorporated and is not likely to be.

3. SFM is remarkably multi-disciplinary, although it is probably too early in
its history to assess the degree of success being achieved. It is also quite dif-
ferent from what might have been developed in industry alone, and it seems
already clear that SFM is changing industry and industry values.

4. The relationship with industry was somewhat strained at first, but industry
now looks on their involvement as a necessity in order to be able to obtain cer-
tification. The overall attitude of industry towards SFM is steadily improving.

5. SFM has what is claimed to be a highly proactive communications and
marketing program. This includes participating in technology transfer con-
ferences and trade shows, as well as the creation of databases, use of the
Internet and the Canadian Technology Network, and awards and publica-
tions programs.

6. It is projected that, presumably in its present phase of federal funding, SFM
will produce approx. 15 patentable inventions, 15 software programs and
marketable ecological expertise, with the negotiation of nine viable
Network licenses with companies across Canada.

7. SFM has considerable interest in developing international links; it is currently
developing plans for a similar network in Russia, which is the other country
with extensive boreal forest. However, the concept of a sustainable forest man-
agement network can be applied in almost any other country, although the
technical content would need to be adapted. There have already been quite
informal contacts with China about the possibility of assistance from SFM in
establishing a similar network in that country. It is, however, quite surprising
to find that the SFM Network and the International Model Forest Network
associated with IDRC do not seem to be aware of each other’s existence.

8. SFM provides an excellent model for training highly qualified personnel; it is
expected that the program will train 50 postdoctoral fellows and approx. 140
Ph.D. and Master’s students across institutional, disciplinary and sectoral
boundaries. In addition, it is expected that by the third or fourth year of the
Program, undergraduate courses spanning the eight faculties involved in this
environmental research will be introduced at the participating universities.
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TELELEARNING NCE

The TeleLearning NCE is a national collaboration linking Canadian
researchers and client communities involved in the development, application,
and evaluation of advanced education technologies based on collaborative
learning and knowledge building. Over 130 researchers from education, the
social sciences, computer science and engineering from 30 universities are
working with client communities. TeleLearning is a relatively new NCE, hav-
ing been officially inaugurated in November 1995; it is still in the formative
stages, and its accomplishments still embryonic.

A Board of Directors consisting of nine founding members and nine more
recent members manages TeleLearning; of the total membership, at least 12
are from the business sector. Financial support to TeleLearning of at least
$20,000 annually is accompanied by membership on the Board. The Board
is responsible for all financial aspects of TeleLearning, and also determines the
major research themes. There are currently seven themes:

• Learning models

• Socio-economic models

• Systems models

• K - 12 Education

• Post-secondary Education

• Workplace and Continuing Education

• Educating the Educators

The first three themes are foundation themes that support the other themes.
Within these seven themes, there are currently some 56 projects underway.
Each project is based on a submitted proposal, which is reviewed by the
Program Committee for its quality and relevance to the total program.

The research of TeleLearning is organized around four beacon technologies:
CSILE (a networked system to support collaborative learning and inquiry
from the primary grades to university), TELEFORM (tools for delivering
telelearning to the workplace and home), VIRTUAL-U (an online learning
environment for designing and authoring courses on the Internet), and
CADRETel (a set of design and authoring tools and methodology for creat-
ing learning support systems). These four technologies have the potential to
become the software environments within which technology-based education
and training will take place in the future.

TeleLearning has very recently been incorporated as a not-for-profit corporation.
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Interview Comments:

The following were points covered in an interview with Mr. John Vekar,
Knowledge and Technology Transfer Manager for TeleLearning.

1. The research participants in TeleLearning became involved through infor-
mal networking; there is no indication that any criteria based on merit were
involved, although it seemed apparent that individual projects have been
critically reviewed.

2. The ownership of intellectual property is recognized as a future problem
with which TeleLearning will have to deal. To date, the Board has not taken
a position on the matter.

3. TeleLearning is one of the few NCEs that is keeping itself informed of other
Canadian formal Networks. CANARIE Inc. is a full member of
TeleLearning, and there are established links between TeleLearning and
CIAR’s Human Development Program, and between TeleLearning and the
Bank of Montreal’s Institute of Learning.

4. There is considerable TeleLearning interest in international collaboration,
and the Executive Committee of the Board is presently discussing the desir-
ability of links with organizations such as the Open University in the U.K.
However, it is also appreciated that the outcomes from TeleLearning
research might well have global application.

5. TeleLearning provides a very appropriate environment for graduate educa-
tion and training; it is estimated that about 50 such students are presently
involved.
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